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ABSTRACT

STUDY OF ARCHITECTURES AND PROTOCOLS FOR RELIABLE
MULTICASTING IN PACKET SWITCHING NETWORKS

by
Shiwen Chen

Group multicast protocols have been challenged to provide scalable solutions that

meet the following requirements: (i) reliable delivery from different sources to

all destinations within a multicast group; (ii) congestion control among multiple

asynchronous sources. Although it is mainly a transport layer task, reliable group

multicasting depends on routing architectures as well.

This dissertation covers issues of both network and transport layers. Two

routing architectures, tree and ring, are surveyed with a comparative study of their

routing costs and impact to upper layer performances. Correspondingly, two generic

transport protocol models are established for performance study. The tree-based

protocol is rate-based and uses negative acknowledgment mechanisms for reliability

control, while the ring-based protocol uses window-based flow control and positive

acknowledgment schemes. The major performance measures observed in the study

are network cost, multicast delay, throughput and efficiency. The results suggest

that the tree architecture costs less at network layer than the ring, and helps to

minimize latency under light network load. Meanwhile, heavy load reliable group

multicasting can benefit from ring architecture, which facilitates window-based flow

and congestion control.

Based on the comparative study, a new two-hierarchy hybrid architecture,

Rings Interconnected with Tree Architecture (RITA), is presented. Here, a

multicast group is partitioned into multiple clusters with the ring as the intra-cluster

architecture, and the tree as backbone architecture that implements inter-cluster

multicasting. To compromise between performance measures such as delay and



throughput, reliability and congestion controls are accomplished at the transport

layer with a hybrid use of rate and window-based protocols, which are based on either

negative or positive feedback mechanisms respectively. Performances are compared

with simulations against tree- and ring-based approaches. Results are encouraging

because RITA achieves similar throughput performance as the ring-based protocol,

but with significantly lowered delay.

Finally, the multicast tree packing problem is discussed. In a network accom-

modating multiple concurrent multicast sessions, routing for an individual session

can be optimized to minimize the competition with other sessions, rather than

to minimize cost or delay. Packing lower bound and a heuristic are investigated.

Simulation show that congestion can be reduced effectively with limited cost increase

of routings.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Multicast service is provided by a network to deliver information to multiple desti-

nations [28]. Traditionally, network unicast service delivers messages to a single

destination, and broadcast service sends messages all over a network. In contrast,

multicast service is to deliver messages to a group of users in a network.

The significance of network multicast service has been widely recognized during

this recent decade. Multicast technology facilitates more efficient utilization of

network resources, and makes it feasible for new network applications to implement

multi-point communications across the network. With the increasing power of

computing and networking technology, more and more applications need to commu-

nicate among multiple network end points. Examples include, conferencing across

the Internet, stock and news updates, distributed enterprise database operations,

etc.

The Internet is a typical packet-switching network. One important feature

of such networks is the connectionless best-effort network layer service. This

brings challenges to multicasting implementations, particularly for transport and

network layers in a packet-switching network. Based on the underlying routing

architecture, protocols implementing transport-layer functions must, according to

different multicast application needs, address issues such as performance, reliability,

flow and congestion control, etc. However, in contrast to traditional unicast service,

there is a rich diversity of potential multicast routing architectures. Therefore,

network-layer protocols not only must be able to deliver multicast packets efficiently,

but also have to set up a routing architecture that can benefit the upper-layer

functions.
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The focal point of this dissertation is reliable group multicasting. Although

applications have different requirements for network reliability and have different

levels of error tolerance, a fully reliable multicast service is always necessary to

guarantee delivery of a multicast packet from its source to every multicast receiver.

Having multiple receivers makes a fully-reliable implementation more difficult, as

we will discuss in the following section. However, it is even more challenging for

group multicasting, in which case there are multiple asynchronous multicast sources

(i.e., many-to-many multicasting). Unlike most research on reliable multicasting,

this dissertation not only investigates the transport protocol operations and imple-

mentations, but also studies the impacts of different network-layer architectures.

Let us first review the background and prevalent works on this topic in the

following section. Pertinent works that are related to the works in this dissertation

are highlighted in subsequent chapters.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Multicast Routing: Network Layer Issues

Motivated by studies on efficient broadcast algorithms [23, 11, 37], early research

started by solving one-to-many multicast routing [1, 27, 61, 60, 77, 30]. Among these

pioneering work, Deering's work [27, 24, 28] made the breakthrough. Deering's major

contributions is the definition of models and architecture for datagram internetwork

multicast, as well as several protocols used for IP multicast. The "host group model"

defines the relation between a multicast host and a multicast group. In this model,

the set of destinations of a multicast packet is called a host group, and all destination

hosts share a same group address (or multicast address). This concept of logical

addressing in the model is widely adopted in today's Internet multicast services.

Properties like non-member sources and unlimited dynamic group membership also

have become the basic requirements for a multicast service. The Distance - Vector
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Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) (updated later in [67]) and Internet Group

Management Protocol (IGMP) [29, 33] proposed by Deering became the starting

protocols for IP multicast.

With the introduction of IGMP and multicast routing protocols such as

DVMRP and MOSPF [61, 60], the multicast backbone (MBONE)[31] was set up as

a test bed for the multicast community. Now the MBONE has evolved into a large

virtual backbone on top of the Internet, spanning several countries.

The basic strategy for one-to-many multicast is routing by shortest paths.

Shortest paths between a source to each receiver form the multicast tree, which

is "source based". Therefore, a source-based shortest-path tree provides minimal

delay.

However, with group multicast applications where each member could be a

source, setting up a multicast tree for each member is not efficient in cost. A low-delay

strategy does not necessarily provide a low-cost solution. Later research proposed

solutions based on low-cost strategy rather than the low-delay strategy.

Two important protocols were developed to use one shared multicast routing

tree to delivery packets from different sources. One is the Core Based Tree by

Ballardie [8, 7, 5, 6]. The multicast tree is built by finding a core such that the tree

paths from the core to receivers are shortest paths. Packets from different senders

in a group are delivered along the same tree.

CBT motivated the Protocol Independent Multicast protocol (PIM) [26, 25, 32].

PIM distinguishes two different network multicast configurations: sparse mode and

dense mode. In sparse mode, multicast sites are scattered sparsely in the inter-

network, and a shared tree can be built by PIM_SM to avoid too much overhead.

Low network cost is thus achieved. In dense mode, PIM_DM can be used to build

multicast trees. PIM also provides the mechanism for receivers switching from group-
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shared tree to source-based tree. However, one major drawback about PIM is its

complexity.

Some recent works on multicast routing focus on performance study [57, 86, 2,

41] and new protocols with improvements to the above works and addressed issues

like resource reservation [89, 68], correctness and reliability [64, 73], and hierarchical

routing [19].

In all, with the thriving of the Internet, research on multicast routing is mostly

oriented toward the datagram network environment. Multicast routing generally

uses a tree structure to distribute multicast messages across the network. According

to different types of multicast, one-to-many or many-to-many, multicast tree can be

either source based or shared to achieve low-delay or low-cost objectives.

1.1.2 Reliable Multicast Service at Transport Layer

Because connectionless and best-effort service is the essential property of packet-

switching networks, other than multicast routing, multicast support from the network

layer is limited. Important issues such as end-to-end multicast reliability have to

be addressed by transport-layer protocols. Overall, the major issues for reliable

multicasting are: feedback control, loss recovery and congestion control. Below we

provide an overview of this area, including both one-to-many and many-to-many

cases.

1.1.2.1 Feedback Control: Feedback control is fundamental for reliable multi-

casting. Early works [80, 83, 76] emulate the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

[66] by having receivers send acknowledgments (ACKs) to the sender, in order to

ensure reliability. However these ACK-based protocols did not pay enough attention

to the ACK implosion problem [69], and acknowledgment control is weak in these

protocols. Besides, it can be an overwhelming overhead for the sender(s) to keep
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track of the receiver set. Therefore these protocols may not scale well for large

multicast sessions.

One approach to solve the ACK-implosion problem is to introduce a hierarchical

structure, as used in some one-to-many reliable multicast protocols. In this structure-

based approach, intermediate nodes in the multicast tree have the responsibility to

process and combine feedback informations. Therefore, ACKs are aggregated so that

a sender gets feedbacks only from neighbors in the hierarchy next to it. A typical

example is the Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP, [65, 54, 71]) proposed

by Lin and Paul. One similar approach is reported by Hofmann [43, 42] which

divides a multicast group into subgroups. Subgroup controllers are responsible for

loss recovery in their corresponding subgroups so as to reduce the burden of a sender.

Another approach is to employ negative acknowledgment (NACK) scheme.

There are many works [15, 84, 58, 14] that use a representative to send ACKs

to the sender, while use NACKs between the representative and other receivers.

In the Log-Based Receiver-reliable Multicast (LBRM, [44]) protocol presented by

Holbrook et al., a logging server sends ACKs to the sender and accepts negative

acknowledgments as retransmission requests from receivers. In the work by Chang

and Maxemchuck [15], a token site is rotated among receivers to send ACKs to the

sender and process NACKs from other receivers. Motivated by this token-passing

mechanism, the Reliable Multicast Protocol (RMP) [84] includes new mechanisms

such as multicasting ACKs and NACKs, to speed up loss detection and avoid NACK

implosion [38].

NACK implosion may occur when many receivers detect losses of the same

packet. This is a problem in several NACK-based protocols, such as the above

LBRM and others [15, 4, 12, 47]. Grossglauser proposed a time - based approach in

[38], which uses the delayed feedback technique. A NACK is multicasted to the whole

group so that other receivers can hold and postpone their NACKs if they lost the
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same data packet. This scheme is also known as NACK suppression. Besides RMP,

some other works [88, 34, 72, 59] also adopt this mechanism.

Generally, in the ACK-based approach it is the sender who detects losses and

initiates loss recovery, while in the NACK-based approach it is the receivers. Whether

the sender or the receivers should detect packet losses and initiate loss recovery.

Comparative studies [87, 78] show that receiver-initiated protocols outperform

the sender-initiated ones. Also in [49, 51], Levine analyzed different classes of

protocols and concluded that protocols with NACK-avoidance protocols achieve

better throughput than those with the rotating token site mechanism do.

Some recent research proposes to extend network-layer support to facilitate

transport-layer reliability control. In [52, 50], the AIM (e.g., Addressable Internet

Multicast) is proposed as the network-layer support to establish an ACK tree for

reliable multicasting. Another example is the Pragmatic General Multicast protocol

(PGM, a.k.a. Pretty Good Multicast) [74]. With PGM, a network-layer hop-by-

hop procedure is defined so that NACKs can be forwarded with enhanced reliability

back to the source reliably. Routers are required to maintain source-path state

information and process NACKs from receivers. It also eliminates the necessity of

multicast NACKs, therefore significantly reducing multicast traffic complexity.

1.1.2.2 Loss Recovery: Two schemes are widely adopted in most proposed

reliable multicast protocols local recovery and retransmission by multicast. Grauss-

glauser proposed receiver collaboration in [38], which requires the receivers to buffer

correctly received data so that they may respond to each other's NACKs. For

example, RMTP uses designated members to perform retransmissions, and retrans-

missions are directed towards the downstream subtrees. In the Scalable Reliable

Multicast protocol (SRM) [34], as another example, retransmissions are multicasted
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by receivers. The retransmissions are scheduled according to the distance estimations

to NACK requester, in order to avoid duplication.

Another recovery approach is the Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme

[70, 62]. In this approach, data is coded with redundant information, so that receivers

can reconstruct data without requesting retransmissions. When retransmission is

necessary, coded retransmissions can be used by receivers to compute their own lost

packets, which may differ from each other.

In summary, sender-initiated multicast protocols often have to use structure-

based approaches to avoid ACK implosion, while receiver-initiated protocols are

mostly NACK-based. Moreover, NACK suppression and local recovery are also

widely adopted in reliable multicast protocols.

1.1.2.3 Congestion Control: As another key issue in reliable multicasting [56],

congestion control is also difficult. Intensive research has been focusing on various

mechanisms for feedback control. However, congestion and flow control are restricted

by these mechanisms. It is often hard for a sender to gather sufficient information

to enforce effective congestion/flow control. Sender-initiated protocols are usually

window-based, such as RMTP. However, because of the use of feedback aggregation

and hierarchical structure, a sender cannot estimate network conditions such as the

round trip time (RTT), and the loss status at receivers.

For receiver-initiated protocols, such as SRM, flow control is usually open-loop

and rate-based, and is also incapable to perform effective congestion control.

As congestion control is one of our major topics in this dissertation, we will

further discuss this issue in next section and also in later chapters.

1.1.2.4 Other Issues: More issues are identified and discussed in recent works.

The multicast loss correlation is observed by Yajnik in [86]. It is observed that losses
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during a multicast session often occur on leaf links. In [10], the loss path multiplicity

problem was presented multicast loss probability increases with multicast scale even

when the probability is low on individual paths.

Heterogeneity is another issue. In [36], Golestani proposed to use a differ-

entiated window mechanism for heterogeneous receivers. Also, Chawathe et al.

presented a Reliable Multicast proXies (RMX) architecture [17, 16] as a solution

to reliable multicast for heterogeneous networks.

1.2 Dissertation Overview

1.2.1 Motivations

Wide-area multicast is still difficult to deploy, as mentioned in [17, 16], one of the

reasons is the difficulty to control and manage multicast traffic.

Flow-control schemes can be classified as either an open - loop scheme or a closed-

loop scheme. In open-loop flow control, an agreement on the sender's traffic behavior

is established among senders, receivers and transmitting networks. While in closed-

loop flow control, senders dynamically adapt to network and receivers' condition.

Feedback from receivers to senders is the critical issue.

Window protocol is an effective closed-loop flow-control scheme for reliable

unicast protocols, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [66]. Basically

a window protocol requires a sender to watch feedbacks from receivers when it sends

a quota of data. Without feedbacks from receivers to signal for further transmission,

the sender can not send more data. Therefore, by employing a window protocol, a

sender can: (i) control the amount of data going into the network; (ii) detect losses

and therefore initiate of congestion control and error recovery. Basically, a window

protocol has to be ACK-based.

A closed-loop flow-control scheme is difficult to apply to reliable group

multicast. In a multicast session, senders usually cannot afford to manage group
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membership, therefore it is hard to establish commitment between a sender and a

receiver. Lack of positive acknowledgments makes a sender incapable to detect losses

in a timely fashion. With NACK-avoidance strategy, it is impossible for a sender

to learn who has failed receiving its data. The local recovery strategy further keeps

senders from getting feedback information, such as receiving statuses of receivers

and network congestion status. Therefore, most current dominant reliable multicast

protocols are rate-based.

Open-loop flow control is a popular strategy for multicast. For example, the

wb application [34] employs a token bucket to regulate the peak rate with which one

may send to the network. PGM also suggests use of token bucket for flow control

[74]. However, open-loop control needs resource reservation, which could bring

serious scalability concerns for large-scale multicast sessions. Unlike the telecommu-

nication network, where a session cannot access the network without first acquiring

sufficient resource allocation, the datagram network allows competition for network

resources among sessions. Without effective dynamic congestion and flow control,

multiple multicast sessions, or even a single many-to-many multicast session, can

cause network congestion. On the other hand, if we enforce conservative and rigid

traffic shaping, the network can be under-utilized.

The work by Ofek and Yener [63] (referred to as the OY protocol) provides an

alternative solution. Instead of using the tree structure, the OY protocol organizes

multicast members into a virtual ring. The essential change is: concurrent ACKs are

no longer necessary. With the ring structure, all multicast packets can return to their

sources when they finish visiting all multicast members. The protocol solves the ACK

implosion problem by regarding returning packets as implicit ACKs. Window-based

control thus can be employed with these feedbacks. The most obvious drawback of

this mechanism is the latency. As packets are received sequentially, the delay can be

large when ring size is large. Again, scalability is the key difficulty.
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Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the performance of OY protocol. We

survey the OY protocol performance by comparing it with a tree-based approach

[18, 20]. The comparative study enables us to further understand the merits and

weaknesses of the two different approaches, especially what is missing in the prevalent

tree-based approach for reliable multicast, and what can be done to improve the

performance of reliable multicast.

1.2.2 Dissertation Outline

The purpose of the dissertation is to investigate better architectural and protocol

solutions for reliable group multicasting. One major effort in the following chapters

is to find out the important factors that affects reliable multicast performance. With

this objective, we study different feedback mechanisms with respect to different

multicast routing structures. Specifically, there are mainly two approaches in our

scope: a NACK-based approach with a shared multicast tree as the dissemination

structure, and an ACK-based approach with a multicast ring structure. The study

of these two paradigms is comparative.

In the next chapter, we present our study of the costs of building multicast

trees and rings on a network graph. By comparing the routing costs needed for

trees and rings, we would like to investigate the performance of ring-based routing

relative to tree-based approach. The results from the cost comparison shows that

a multicast ring necessitates more network links than a multicast tree, although of

the same order. Considering the propagation delay is logarithmic with tree size but

linear with ring size, ring topology does not show an advantage over tree topology

for network-layer multicast routing.

To further investigate the impact of routing topologies on reliable multicast

performances, we compare two generic protocols in Chapter 3. One is a generic

NACK-based transport protocol modeled after the SRM protocol, which is tree-
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based. The other one is a generic window-based protocol emulating the OY protocol.

We establish an event-driven simulation system to emulate these multicast protocols.

Performance measures of the two protocols, such as multicast delay and multicast

throughput, are observed and compared. The major conclusion from the study in this

chapter is that ring topology significantly benefits the upper-layer reliable multicast

protocol by providing implicit feedbacks to multicast sources. Multicast traffic on

a multicast ring can be regulated more easily, and therefore, the risk of network

congestion due to excessive multicast traffic can be significantly reduced.

In Chapter 4, we propose a hierarchical and hybrid architecture RITA (Rings

Interconnected with Tree Architecture). This new architecture is designed based

on the study of the previous chapters. Multicast rings and trees are both used in

this architecture, but in different hierarchies. Transport-layer functions are specif-

ically designed for different entities in this hybrid architecture. Reliable multicast

throughput is maintained with the use of ring topologies and a window-based protocol

at sources. Meanwhile, use of a tree structure in the backbone helps to reduce

multicast latency. Simulations are conducted and performances are compared with

the original two approaches (i.e. reliable multicast using tree or ring only). Results

are satisfying, because RITA achieves similar throughput performance as the ring-

based protocol, but with significantly lowered delay.

Effective congestion control improves multicast reliability performance by

reducing the packet-loss probability. Although flow and congestion control is tradi-

tionally done with transport-layer protocols, proper routing at the network layer

can help to reduce the risk of network congestion. In Chapter 5, we discuss the

multicast tree packing problem. The central idea is to avoid competition for the

same network resources between multiple concurrent multicast sessions. Proper re-

routing of multicast trees helps to reduce congestion significantly. We show a lower

bound computation for multicast tree packing. Also, simulations using a multicast
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tree packing algorithm show congestion can be reduced, at the cost of increasing

multicast tree sizes within a certain degree.

Finally, we conclude our dissertation in Chapter 6. Open problems and a

summary of our contributions are provided at the end of this chapter.



CHAPTER 2

GROUP MULTICAST ROUTING WITH TREE AND RING:
NETWORK-LAYER ISSUES

The essential task at the network layer is routing. A network can be represented

as a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of network switches and E is the set of

network links between switches. The multicast routing can be viewed as finding a

subgraph S = (N, L) for a given node set M C V, such that M C N C V and L C E

is the set of links connecting all nodes in N. From this view, the cost of a multicast

subgraph is the number of links used, i.e. |L|. The challenge to multicast routing is

to find a connected subgraph S* with minimum cost. Obviously, such a minimum

multicast subgraph should be in the form of a tree. Therefore, a ring structure is not

the optimum subgraph. However the question is, what is its cost difference versus a

tree structure?

The graph cost (i.e. hop count) is important in order to estimate the actual

network cost of a routing protocol. It indicates the utilization of other resources.

Usually the larger the number of links used by a route, the more routers are involved

and hence more use of resources from the network.

In this chapter, we first introduce related work in Section 2.1. Our approach

to compare ring and tree subgraphs are based on two heuristic algorithms presented

in [18]. These two algorithms are recapitulated in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we

present the comparison based on results that are from simulations with the heuristic

algorithms. Section 2.4 presents a brief summary of this chapter.

2.1 Related Work

In general, searching for a minimum-cost multicast tree is known as the Steiner Tree

problem, which is an NP-complete problem. Existing protocols build near-optimal

multicast trees based on two strategies: either low delay or low cost.

13
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To connect a source node to a destination node, the shortest path between

them is the most effective routing because the number of links (and also the switches

visited) is minimal. Therefore, to connect a source node to multiple destination

nodes, it is reasonable to use a source-based tree that is formed by shortest paths

from that source. In fact, this strategy motivated early work on multicast routing

[11, 23, 9, 24, 77, 60].

With shortest paths connected from source to destinations, propagation delay

is shortest across a source-based tree. However, source-based trees are not necessarily

low cost. Motivated by [79], center-based tree solutions were proposed to decrease

cost [8, 7, 5, 6, 25, 26, 32]. Center-based trees are efficient especially when there are

many senders in a multicast group (i.e., many-to-many multicast). A single tree can

be shared by sources within a same group, instead of using multiple source-based

trees.

To connect multicast members into a ring topology, as proposed in [63], the

underlying problem is actually a variation of the Traveling Salesman problem, which

also is NP-complete. In practice, such a ring solution may not exist for an arbitrary

topology network. An alternative is to embed an Euler tour on links to form the

multicast ring.

2.2 Heuristic Ring and Tree Construction Algorithms

The Steiner Tree problem and the Traveling Salesman problem (TSP) have attracted

some attention in the integer-programming community ([21, 22, 35, 40, 39]). In [18],

integer-programming algorithms are presented to investigate the lower bound of the

cost difference of Steiner tree and TSP ring on a same network. In this thesis, we

introduce the heuristic approaches to study relatively large networks that are difficult

to obtain optimal trees or rings.
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Figure 2.1 A heuristic algorithm for near-optimal multicast tree.

2.2.1 Heuristic Multicast Tree Construction

The heuristic, shown in Figure 2.1, enhances the distance network heuristic [48, 45]

with an additional refinement step to optimize the embedding of the tree. There are

two major stages: (i) generation of a virtual tree, which is formed with multicast

member nodes, and virtual links that are weighted according to the distance between

the corresponding member nodes. and (ii) embedding the virtual tree onto the actual

graph.

In the first stage (as in the algorithm, step 1 and 2), a complete graph of

the nodes in M is constructed. Each edge is associated with a cost which is the

shortest path distance between its end points. Next, a minimum spanning tree of the

complete graph is obtained. The cost of the virtual tree provides an approximation

to the optimal solution. This tree is a virtual tree since its links may correspond to

paths in the physical graph. Furthermore there can be multiple paths with the same

cost between the end points of a virtual link.
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Figure 2.2 An example of heuristic multicast tree construction.

In the second stage (step 3), the corresponding paths are selected for each link

of the tree. We call this step the embedding of the virtual tree onto the actual network

graph.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of heuristic multicast tree construction. In this

example, there are four member nodes: A, D, E and G. We first build a complete

graph with these member nodes only. Next the minimum spanning tree of the

complete graph is computed. Finally, the multicast tree is obtained by embedding

the minimum spanning tree onto the original graph (shown as the thick lines in the

graph).

The time complexity of the first step is 0(111 3 ) because we may use all pair

shortest path algorithms to construct the complete graph. The second step can be

computed in 0(1M12) steps. In step 3, there are actually 1M 1 —1 repetitions, as step

3.2 and step 3.3 are of 0(1), the complexity depends on step 3.1. If the physical

paths are embedded according to the outcome of a shortest-path computation, step



Figure 2.3 Alternative embeddings for the same minimum spanning tree.

3.1 can be done in 0(111) steps. Therefore step 3 is of 0(1M1'1171), and the overall

time complexity of the algorithm is 0(1171 3 ).

Note that different embeddings are possible for the same cost. Consider the

example in Figure 2.3 and assume that the minimum spanning tree found with the

heuristic in Figure 2.1 is (A,B), (A,C) where A, B, C are the multicast members.

The tree has total cost 7+7= 14 since the corresponding paths from A to B and A to

C have 7 hops each. In this example we show two possible embeddings of the tree.

Each embedding preserves the cost of the heuristic tree. However, the embedding in

Figure 2.3 (c) is the better one since: (i) it uses fewer links, and (ii) its diameter is

smaller, which is important for propagation delay. Thus, a heuristic rule is needed

to collapse the common paths (i.e., selective -merge).
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This is the actual difficulty in Steiner tree problem. For an arbitrary network

topology, the problem of finding the optimal embedding becomes intractable. In

regular topology networks, it is possible to use the topology regularity of the network

and find a heuristic method that can choose a low-cost embedding.

For example, in a grid network, we can label a node by its coordinates and

try merging the paths. The merge can be done such that if a path from (x 1 , y1 ) to

(x2 , y2 ) is to be embedded, then it will traverse only nodes (x, y) with min(x1 , x2 ) <

x < max(x1 , x2 ) and min(y1 , y2 ) ≤  y ≤  max(y1 , y2 ).

In the following we present an algorithm for an n x n grid network (see

Figure 2.4).

In a grid network, let us denote a node with coordinates (x, y) as vxy , and

a virtual path from node vij to v1,m as (vij , v lm). A path vijtovl,mhas a unique

physical embedding if and only if the virtual path (vij , vim ) satisfies either i = l or

j = m. Such virtual paths are either horizontal or vertical in the Euclidean space.

For clarity, let us call such paths as VUE (Virtual path with Unique Embedding)

paths. For other paths, multiple physical embeddings exist.

Definition 1 If a virtual path (v ij , vmn ) has multiple physical paths that are of the

same shortest-path distance, a node v which is traversed by any of these physical

paths is called a candidate transient node(CTN).

Consider a virtual edge in a grid network: (v ij ,vlm)where i ≠ 1 and

j ≠m. Any node in setC(i, j,/, m) = {vxy:xЄ[min(i,l),max(i,l)],yЄ

[min(j,m), max(j,m) ] , (x,y) ≠ (i,j) and (x, y) ≠(l,m) }is a CTN. The number

of CTN's associated with this virtual edge is in fact the cardinality of C(i, j, l, m):

(|l -  i|+1)(|m —j|+1)-2.

The algorithm uses an array Flag to record the maximum possible number

of paths that traverse a node. From step 1 to 4, initializations are done and the
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Figure 2.4 Improved tree embedding on a grid network.
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Flag array is initialized according to the paths found on the virtual complete graph.

Step 5 maps the VUE paths (horizontal or vertical) because these paths have unique

embeddings and must belong to the multicast tree. In step 6, we find paths between

any pair of nodes that lie on a diagonal corner. A physical path can be found along

those links that pass nodes with maximum total Flag values. This implies that this

path will be shared effectively by the final multicast tree. Once a path is found, other

candidate nodes in the corresponding diagonal region are updated by decreasing the

corresponding flag value, in order to guide the next mapping correctly. The Visited

array in the algorithm records the actual number of times a node is traversed by

physical embeddings. It is used to break a tie of multiple paths having the same

total Flag value. For example in Figure 2.3(a), the candidate path for the virtual

link (A,B) has weight 10 while in 2.3(b) the path weight is 7. Hence, the heuristic

will choose the former.

In this heuristic, both step 1 and 2 can be computed with 0(n 2 ) (i.e., 0(|V|)

since |V| = n 2) steps. As there are |M|-1 virtual edges, step 4 is ofO(|M|n2). Step

5 is O(|M| n) since the length of VUE paths is n in maximum. Step 6.1 takes 0(n3)

steps, therefore step 6 can be done with O(|M|n3) because the other two sub-steps

are 0(1). Hence this heuristic has time complexity O (M|V|3/2).

2.2.2 Heuristic Multicast Ring Construction

The multicast ring construction aims to find a minimum-cost tour which traverses

a subset of vertices on a graph. This is in fact equivalent to the Prize Collecting

Traveling Salesman Problem, which is NP-complete. Our study is based on the

assumption that the network graph does contain such a multicast ring. In the

performance evaluation in the next section, the simulated networks are generated

with at least one ring that traverses all network nodes.
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Figure 2.5 A heuristic algorithm for a near-optimal multicast ring.

Like the multicast tree construction algorithm, the heuristic algorithm for

multicast ring construction, "RingHeu" (shown in Figure 2.5), has also two phases. In

the first phase, we generate a virtual ring, which is formed with multicast member

nodes, and virtual links that are weighted according to the distance between the

corresponding member nodes. In step 1 we construct a complete graph with only

nodes in M. With all-pair shortest-path algorithm, this step is 0(1V1 3 ) in time. In

step 2, on the complete graph, we apply the two-opt algorithm [55] to find a heuristic

TSP tour, which induces a virtual ring such that each virtual link may correspond

to a path in the physical network. The algorithm basically follows the following

steps: (i) find an arbitary tour 1 on the complete graph, compute the total distance

of the ring; (ii) swap any pair of the nodes if the ring length can be reduced, until no

further improvement can be done; (iii) repeat the previous steps t times and select

the minimum length ring R 1 . The time complexity is 0(1M1 3 ) for this algorithm.

In the second phase, we embed the virtual ring onto the given graph. There are

1M virtual links to be embedded. Hence step 3 takes O(|M||V| ) steps. Therefore

'Notice that any permutation of the vertices of the complete graph forms a valid tour.
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Figure 2.6 An example of heuristic multicast ring construction.

the time complexity of the whole procedure is Oa V1 3 ). Embedding of virtual links is

not trivial since mapping virtual links to corresponding paths may result in visiting

some nodes more than once. Thus, the solution may not be a simple cycle. In the

multicast context, this means that the same multicast packet will reach a node more

than once, which is not acceptable. In order to address this problem, we first record

at each node the first path that visits this node. Then we avoid any new path which

visits this node again. However, if a conflict occurs between two paths such that they

both must traverse the same node, then one of the paths is recomputed. Simulations

in Section 2.3 show that this naive approach is quite efficient.

Figure 2.6 shows an example of heuristic multicast ring construction. The

network and membership is the same as in Figure 2.2. We first build a complete

graph with these member nodes only. Next the TSP ring of the complete graph is

computed. Finally, the multicast ring is obtained by embedding the TSP ring on the

complete graph onto the original graph.
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2.3 Performance Study

2.3.1 Generating Multicast Groups and Networks

Most of our performance studies in this dissertation are conducted on a similar

network environment. Usually we specify a network size (i.e. the number of nodes)

first, and the network connections are generated randomly according to the network

size. With these parameters defined, random network instances are generated for

different simulation runs. Statistical results are then collected for further analysis.

To generate a random network of N nodes, we use a variable L to control

the number of links in the network. Basically, there are N links connecting the N

nodes into a simple circular path. Then LN different pairs of nodes are randomly

(uniformly) picked to be connected with a link. Thus, the number of links in the

network is in fact (L+1)N. The network generated is symmetric (i.e., each direction

of a bidirectional link has same cost) for each link.

A multicast group is constructed randomly such that M out of the N nodes

are chosen uniformly. In most of our simulations, M = 2√N. If K groups are to be

simulated, we repeat the selection K times independently.

2.3.2 Performance of Multicast Tree Construction Heuristics

We first studied the performance of our heuristic multicast tree construction

algorithm "TreeHeu". We investigated two configurations with regard to different

L values. To evaluate the algorithm, an Integer Programming (IP) algorithm was

formulated to find the optimum tree solutions [18] for the same set of network

instances.

Figure 2.7 plots the results from simulations with four different network sizes:

N = 32, 64, 128 and 256 nodes. L is chosen to be 2 so that the number of links is

3N. When networks are large (with 128 and 256 nodes), the IP algorithm can only

determine an upper bound and a lower bound for optimum tree solutions. Therefore,



Figure 2.7 Performance of TreeHeu algorithm in 1E1 = 3N networks.
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Figure 2.8 Performance of TreeHeu algorithm in 1E1 = 4N networks.
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Figure 2.9 Performance of RingHeu algorithm in 1E1 = 3N networks.

in the plotting, the "Optimum" , "Upper bound" and "Lower bound" curves are

results from the IP algorithm, while the "Heuristic" curve is from the results of

"TreeHeu". We can tell from the figure that when the network is small, the heuristic

algorithm is effective in finding near-optimum solutions. When the network is large,

the difference from the optimum solution may increase.

Figure 2.8 also plots the case with L = 3. We find that when the connectivity

increases in a network (i.e. network are connected with more links), the cost of the

multicast tree slightly decreases as compared to Figure 2.7. As for the performance

comparison, we see that the two figures are consistent.

2.3.3 Performance of Multicast Ring Construction Heuristics

Similar to the above tree heuristic simulation, we apply the ring heuristic to the same

network instances that are used for the tree. Two configurations with different L

values are again simulated, and here, another algorithm formulated with the Integer



Figure 2.10 Performance of RingHeu algorithm in 1E1 = 4N networks.

Programming approach (IP) [18] is used to obtain the optimum ring solutions for

heuristic evaluation.

Figure 2.9 plots the results from simulations with four different network sizes:

N = 32, 64, 128 and 256 nodes. L is chosen to be 2 so that the number of links is

3N. In the plotting, "Optimum" curve is the results from the IP algorithm, while

"Heuristic" curve is from the results of "RingHeu" . As we can see, the heuristic

algorithm results are very close to the optimum ones.

Figure 2.10 also plots the case with L = 3. Similar to the tree construction case,

when the connectivity increases in a network, the cost of multicast ring decreases.

Also, results from "RingHeu" are near-optimal.

2.3.4 Cost Comparison of Multicast Tree and Ring

With the same set of network instances, we examine the two approaches in terms of

network cost. To compare the cost difference, we define a ROT ratio as below:
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Table 2.1 Mean cost ratio (ring/tree) for 4 configurations of random networks.

Figure 2.11 Comparison of ring and tree heuristics for 1E1 = 3N.

Definition 2 ROT ratio is the ratio of multicast ring size over multicast tree size

for a given multicast group M in a network G = (V, E), where M C V .

Table 2.1 shows the ROT ratios from our simulations. The cost statistics are

results from heuristic simulations in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The IP solutions are

plotted in Figure 2.11 for optimum ring and tree constructions in 1E1 = 3N networks.

When networks are large, the Integer Programming (IP) algorithm cannot determine

the optimum tree solutions, therefore the upper and lower bounds are plotted instead

in the figure. Solutions for 1E1 = 4N networks are similar, thus we do not include

the plotting here.
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Comparisons indicates that: (1) Ring solutions, in the cases where connectivity

is 3 or 4, cost about 1.20-1.30 times as the cost of tree solutions. The cost ratio is

bounded in the interval (1, 21. 2 (ii) The ratios of ring to tree for 1E1 = 4N networks

are generally smaller than for 1E1 = 3N ones, which implies that networks with

more link connections may have better ring solutions. In fact when the graph is

fully connected, the size of multicast tree is 1M — 1 and ring size should be 1M In

another extreme case, there can be no TSP ring solution for a given graph and group,

multicast ring can be constructed by embedding an Euler tour onto the multicast

tree. Therefore in this case, the ROT ratio is 2. Thus the ROT ratio generally is

in the range of (1, 2]. (iii) The ratios of ring to tree decrease as the total number

of nodes in the network increases. This observation might result from the fact that

the multicast group size we chose is relatively less dense in larger networks than in

smaller networks, which means, as in the previous observation, that relatively more

links are available to use.

2.4 Summary

The two heuristic algorithms have near-optimal performance when their results are

compared to integer programming results. With the simulation results, we are able

to investigate the performance comparisons between ring and tree-based routing

approach in terms of network cost. We find that construction of a multicast ring

usually uses more network links than a multicast tree solution. The cost ratio of

ring over tree is about 1.20 to 1.30. One issue to notice is that ring-based multicast

routing usually is uni-directional, while for tree-based group multicast, multicast

traffic may flow in both directions of a tree link.

Generally, we may conclude that multicast ring does not show advantages over

tree when considering multicast routing only.

2 When n is the cost of a multicast tree, a ring costs (n + 1) at least and 2n at most.



CHAPTER 3

TREE VS. RING IN MULTICAST RELIABILITY: TRANSPORT
LAYER ISSUES

This chapter presents a performance study in order to identify some tradeoffs between

tree-based and ring-based reliable group multicast protocols. The scope of our study

has two major focuses: reliable end-to-end transport and group (i.e. many-to-many)

multicast.

We see from the previous chapter that a ring-based multicast does not show

any cost advantage over the tree-based approach. We may also observe that for the

tree-based approach, the propagation delay is O (log(N)), where N is the tree size.

In contrast, propagation delay on a ring is 0(N). However, the ultimate end-to-end

performance is not only determined by these static factors.

The essential requirement of reliability is that a packet can be received by

all group members. A successful multicast happens when every receiver receives a

copy of a same packet. When a packet is dropped in network, transport protocol

should detect the loss and perform retransmission. Throughput can be significantly

affected, and the delay caused by these operations are much longer than the static

propagation delay. With necessary control messages exchanged to ensure reliability,

protocol overhead increases and efficiency decreases.

The key criteria for evaluating the performance of a reliable group multicast

protocol are: (i) reliable multicast delay, which we define as the time period between

the time when a multicast packet is first sent by a transport protocol and the time

when the packet eventually is received by the last receiver in the group. (ii) reliable

multicast throughput, which is the mean number of successful multicasts in a unit

of time, a.k.a. "goodput" (iii) efficiency, namely, the ratio between the number of

successful transmissions and the total number of packets that were transmitted.
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These are the major issues we investigate in this chapter. By asking what

are the delay, goodput and efficiency performances for both tree- and ring-based

protocols, we actually aim to learn the importance of closed-loop flow control for

reliable group multicast.

Below we first discuss important related work in Section 3.1. In particular,

SRM[34] and the OY protocol [63] are the two major motivating works. In Section

3.2, we setup two generic protocol models: Tree Based Reliable Multicast (TBRM)

protocol, and Ring Based Reliable Multicast (RBRM) protocol. In Section 3.3, the

performance model is presented. Our simulation results are presented in Section 3.4.

Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 3.5.

3.1 Related Work

As introduced in Chapter 1, scalability issues, such as the ACK implosion problem

and the difficulty of maintaining member state information, make reliable transport

protocol hard to adopt a TCP-like window-based control mechanism. RMTP[71] is

a window-based one-to-many reliable protocol. It organizes multicast receivers into

multiple hierarchies. Designated receivers are assigned at each hierarchy to collect

ACKs from lower hierarchies and repair packet losses in lower hierarchies. A RMTP

sender transmits with a window triggered only by the ACKs from its direct children

of the next hierarchy. The ACK implosion is therefore avoided. However, the rigid

tree-based hierarchical structure makes it difficult to adapt to the many-to-many

reliable multicast environment. When multiple sources are present in a same group,

it is costly to maintain multiple RMTP tree structures for different sources.

The representative work for reliable multicast is the SRM protocol [34]. Several

important features are included in the SRM framework. (i) It is receiver initiated.

Receivers detect packet losses and send NACKs to request repairs. (ii) A NACK

avoidance mechanism is implemented. NACKs are multicast to the group, and
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receivers perform random back-off to watch for same NACK requests before sending

their own NACKs. (iii) With the implementation of a distance-based back-off

approach, repairs are multicast from the closest member to suppress others sending

the same repair. (iv) SRM is rate-based. There is no explicit control to multicast

traffic through feedbacks. The flow control relies on open loop control mechanisms,

such as the token bucket control.

The ability of traffic control is a major concern of the SRM protocol. Token

bucket regulation is not sufficient. Because it is for group multicast, multiple sources

may generate excessive traffic to overload the multicast tree. There is no mechanism

for global coordination among sources. Because of its open-loop nature, it cannot

dynamically adapt to network condition changes. Other network traffic, such as

TCP traffic, may be severely affected. Also, as NACKs and repairs are multicast to

the group, although a random back-off mechanism is provided to inhibit this traffic,

there is no strict control of this traffic. Notice that one packet loss will result in at

least one NACK request and one repair, and we can see traffic may be exponentially

increased in a network with heavy loss. Therefore, implosion by NACKs and repairs

is likely to happen in a heavily loaded network.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the ring-based approach proposed in [63] has its

unique features in multicast traffic control. As traffic flows in the same direction of

the multicast ring and eventually returns to sources, the reliable transport protocol on

a multicast ring can be relieved from many concerns difficult to handle on a multicast

tree. For example, packets multicast on the ring may serve as implicit feedbacks from

the network to their senders. By watching a homing packet, the source may quickly

learn the congestion status of a network without introducing much network overhead

and protocol complexity. Feedback handling is one of the key issues in a reliable

multicast protocol design and performance. The ring-based multicasting approach

provides excellent structural support for reliable multicast protocols. With benefits
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from this built-in feedback of ring structure, a window-based protocol can be enforced

at sources in order to control multicast traffic. Consequently, the ring-based reliable

multicast protocol may have a short delay for recovery and retransmission, and also

better goodput performance. Moreover, the window-based flow-control scheme will

provide stable performance under a high network load and avoid what is known as

"congestion collapse" , where the "goodput" is approaching zero. Therefore, although

the ring-based approach may not show its advantage in terms of network link cost

and propagation delay, it is worthy to study the overall performance of a ring-based

approach when end-to-end reliability is the objective.

Protocols using the rotating token site mechanism [15, 84] are classified as

"ring-based" by Levine in [49]. However, these protocols are different from the OY

protocol because multicast packets are still forwarded on a tree and receivers have

to send ACKs. We clarify that "ring-based" protocols in this dissertation refers

specifically to protocols similar to the OY protocol, in which packets are delivered

to receivers that are arranged on a ring.

3.2 Modeling of Reliable Multicast Protocols

Two protocols are studied in this chapter one is referred to as the Tree-Based Reliable

Multicast (TBRM) protocol, and the other is referred to as the Ring-Based Reliable

Multicast (RBRM) protocol. The protocols were modeled in a generic manner. For

each of the protocols, only the basic set of functions were included in the corre-

sponding model. This was done in order to gain a better understanding of the basic

operational properties of the two protocols.

3.2.1 Tree-Based Reliable Multicast Protocol

The tree-based reliable multicast protocol (TBRM) is assumed to use various

underlying multicast routing protocols that build shared multicast trees, and is
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outside the scope of this chapter. The TBRM protocol is based on a simplified

model of the SRM Protocol [34] and some of its basic features were modeled. For

TBRM, we modeled explicit NACKs with NACK avoidance and repairing at nearest

neighbors.

TBRM is rate-based without any access-control scheme, which means that

packets are multicast to the group after they are generated without considering the

state of the network. Senders are not responsible for detection of packet loss. A

packet is uniquely identified by its global unique source identification (ID) combined

with a sequence number. The receiver detects a packet loss by finding gaps in the

packet sequence numbers. When a packet loss is detected, a NACK is scheduled by

the detecting receiver. Since we are modeling the network queuing, and the usual

estimation of distance by hop count is not the major factor in the network delay,

the NACK is scheduled with a delay equal to the delay of the newly received packet.

This delay is actually an estimation of the delay to the sender, and is used for NACK

avoidance. Also, it is a reflection of the network load. Longer packet delay means

current load on the delivery path is higher, thus delaying NACK and repair avoids

congestion and is more desirable. NACKs are multicast to the group and NACK

avoidance is used in TBRM to reduce the chance of NACK implosion. When a

member receives a NACK, it can send a repair packet if it has received the requested

packet correctly. Repairs are also scheduled with a delay which equals the delay

of the NACK. Repairs are multicast to inhibit other members from sending repairs

for same retransmission requests. After forwarding repairs, TBRM ignores NACKs

for the repaired data for a period which is three times the delay from the NACK

requester.

The TBRM algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.2.1. Step 1 in the algorithm is basically

what TBRM does as a sender. It simply sends data packets when they are generated.

Step 2 is the basic function of a receiver: receiving data and detecting loss. The



Figure 3.1 TBRM algorithm.
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remaining parts are what TBRM tries to do for loss recovery while attempting to

avoid putting duplicate NACKs and repairs into the network. Loss of a continuous

train of packets is hazardous to the network operation. In this case, their NACKs are

scheduled to be sent at the same moment, resulting in a bursty load to the network.

Attempting to avoid this by detecting losses as early as possible, TBRM tries to

find out packet loss from other's NACK messages. If a received NACK packet is

requesting for a packet whose loss is undetected yet at this host, the host schedules

its own corresponding NACK.

There are no session messages in TBRM. In SRM, session messages are used

for the purpose of distance or delay estimation and loss detection of the last packet

in a page. In TBRM, we used packet delays for estimations of the distances between

multicast members. In our simulation, packets are generated continuously, so packet

losses can always be detected.

Because TBRM multicasts data on a tree topology, packet delay should be less

than that of ring-based multicasting. However, although it makes great effort to limit

the overhead for loss recovery, the protocol does not have guaranteed control on the

overhead such as NACKs and repairs. This is not only an efficiency issue. When

too many NACKs and repairs are put into the network, the overhead can harmfully

congest the network. One purpose of this chapter is to study the effects of some key

aspects of protocol overhead.

3.2.2 Ring-Based Reliable Multicast Protocol

In our study, the Ring-Based Reliable Multicast (RBRM) transport protocol,

simplified from the protocol presented in [63], assumes that a ring is built by

switches. Each switch on the ring should have an incoming link and an outgoing

link. And the switch is assumed to be able to decide if a packet from the incoming



Figure 3.2 RBRM algorithm.
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link should be forwarded to the outgoing link. When the packet comes back to the

switch attached to the packet's origin, it should not be forwarded any more.

The major feature RBRM simulates is actually a window protocol which takes

advantage of the feedbacks to multicast sources. Each sender has a predefined sending

window size. After sending packets in the sending window, a sender should not send

any more packets. Receivers will do nothing except receive data. Packets going

back to senders work as acknowledgments (implicit ACKs) to senders and allow

senders to advance their sending windows and detect any packet loss. When a packet

comes back, a sender will inspect the sequence number to see if it has returned

in sequence order. If packets come back in order, the window can be advanced.

Otherwise, loss is detected and a retransmission should be sent. A timer is started

for each retransmitting packet. If the timer expires before the retransmitted packet

comes back, the packet is again retransmitted. The timer value is according to the

estimation of the ring delay.

Any packet can be lost once it is put on the network, and, for the case of last

packet loss, a keep-alive control message is sent periodically by a sender. Senders

record the sending time of each outgoing packet. The keep-alive message is time

stamped with its sending time. When a keep-alive message returns, the sender

should have received all the packets sent before this keep-alive message. The keep-

alive message also serves as an estimator of the ring trip delay. The estimation of the

delay is used for retransmission timer control and the pacing of keep-alive messages.

A timer is maintained for the outstanding keep-alive message in case it is lost.

The RBRM model is as shown in Fig. 3.2.2. Basically, step 1 through step 5

are functions of a RBRM sender. As a receiver, RBRM works simply by receiving

any newly arrived data. Thus, RBRM puts more responsibilities on the senders. The

sender has to send data, control the amount of data traffic, detect any packet losses

and retransmit lost packets.
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Figure 3.3 Simulation models.

In [63], a NACK scheme is designed to overcome overflow of the input buffer

(i.e., PDU from network is lost when being transferred from the network interface

to the transport layer). For simplicity, here we assume the input buffer is unlimited

and can never overflow. Therefore, RBRM does not use any NACK messages. Note

that the same assumption is applied to TBRM.

Although the protocol introduces control of traffic, RBRM is still fairly simple.

The sender can detect packet loss easily. There are no NACKs in this protocol. The

keep-alive messages and retransmissions are the protocol's overhead. Note, however,

that this overhead is introduced into the network in a controlled way. The RBRM

sender knows when this overhead must be used. The efficiency of the protocol may

be reduced by the frequent keep-alive messages. However, since they are controlled

as well as the data traffic is controlled, the extra burden from these KAMs is limited.

This is another motivation of our study.
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3.3 Performance Model

The two generic protocol models discussed in the previous section have key

differences they certainly perform differently with each having its own unique

advantages.

Although we are talking about two reliable multicast protocols which appear to

be at the transport layer, we have to be careful about all related network layers, above

and below, in order to make the two protocols comparable. The modeling for either

of the protocols can be regarded as two parts: network-layer modeling and upper-

layer (i.e., transport-layer) modeling. In the network model, we build a simulation

model specifying the behavior of network switches/routers and transmission links.

For upper layers, i.e., application and transport layers, we should specify the packet-

generation behavior and model the transport control for reliable multicasting.

In the following subsections we will present details of our simulation environment,

assumptions and models.

3.3.1 Simulation Method

A multicasting system consists of network switches/routers, links and multicasting

member hosts. Switches and links form the delivery paths of the multicast session.

A subset of the switches are attached to multicast member nodes. Reliable multicast

transport protocols are applied to these nodes with the applications layered above.

It is the applications that generate data packets. In our simulations, applications are

designed as Poisson arrival generators.

Fig. 3.3 shows the main simulation entities and their relations. Data packets

are generated at packet generators and passed to the multicast transport protocol,

which will put packets to the underlying network. When receiving a packet from the

network, the transport protocol will forward to the sink, which actually does nothing

but represent the receiving application.
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The simulation model is based on discrete clock ticks. Each packet generator

generates packet arrival events independently at random ticks according to the

Poisson process. After a packet is generated, different events, such as arrival to

a switch or being served at a queue, are scheduled at different ticks according

to queuing disciplines of the system, until the packet finally arrives all receivers.

The simulated networks are actually non-terminating systems, which means that

we should observe the steady-state performance. Thus, to avoid initial transient

problems, the simulation program waits for a long period before it starts to collect

the statistics of various events. Then statistical data such as packet generation time,

arrival time at each member, etc., are collected.

3.3.2 Arrival Process

Packet arrivals are generated according to a Poisson distribution. There are some

other traffic generation models. For example, the binary Markovian asynchronous

arrival model is a good one for bursty traffic simulation [85]. This model generally

can generate a batch of packets in short bursts and then be idle for long periods. It

is foreseeable that TBRM will not be able to handle this traffic model well. For rate-

based protocols without traffic control, bursty traffic can usually fill up link buffers

more quickly, and thus result in higher packet loss, hence more multicast overhead

such as NACKs and retransmissions. Also, TBRM is a simplified model which does

not have a periodic session progress report scheme like the session messages in SRM.

With a long idle period, TBRM will take much longer time to detect loss of the last

few packets of a bursty transmission. Note that in a bursty transmission, the last

few packets are most likely to be discarded by switches.

For RBRM, since it has a sending window to limit the amount of traffic injecting

into the network. The burstiness is shaped by the sending window. Therefore, the

effect of bursty traffic on RBRM performance is limited.
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Figure 3.4 Network layer models.

3.3.3 Network-Layer Models

In our study, we assume the network environment to be multicast users separated

from a cloud of networks providing network-layer services. Network topologies are

generated randomly for simulation. For each random network generated, we use the

algorithms in Chapter 2 to create a near-optimal shared routing tree and a near-

optimal routing ring. Different transport protocols are applied on multicast users

outside the network cloud. As indicated in Chapter 2, a ring uses 1.25 times as much

link cost as a tree. In this way, we want to see how one protocol performs vs. the

other for the same network environment.

The networks for our simulation consist of packet switches and links. A link

can be viewed as a delaying device. That is, any packet/cell arriving at one end at

time t of a link can be considered reaching the other end at time t + dp, where the

dp is a fixed propagation delay.

A network switch can be viewed as a set of multiple single-server queues

(Fig. 3.4-a). Suppose a switch is attached with n links, then each link is a queue for

outgoing traffic, as well as an incoming source for the switch node. When a packet

arrives from a link i, (i = 1, 2, ..., n), it takes tproc to process the packet and the

packet will be put onto at least one of the queues. Each queue is basically a FIFO
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queue, with each queue i having a limited size b. In our simulation, the service time

is exponentially distributed as in M/M/1 queuing model.

When a packet is introduced into the network cloud, the total network delay

on this packet is determined by three factors: propagation delay by links, processing

delay at switches on delivery path, and queuing delay (include waiting time in queues

and service time at queue servers).

As we are concerned with the performance of multicast protocols, we actually

can focus on switches that form the delivery paths for a multicast session (these

switches will be referred to as multicast switches in the following discussion).

Switches that are not on delivery paths (also, links not on multicast deliver paths)

will be ignored. Thus our simulation is simplified to contain only multicast switches

and multicast links.

However, types of traffic other than multicast traffic also exist on the network.

These should have effects on all multicast switches and multicast links. Thus, to

make this simplification more realistic, an assumption will be made: each multicast

switch will be introduced with some background/external traffic including unicasting

and other non-related traffic. Without loss of generality, we may assume that each

queue in the switch model has external traffic with Poisson distribution arrivals.

For switches on a multicast tree, multicast packets arriving from link i must

be forwarded to links j = 1, 2, ..., i — 1, i + 1, ..., n. A tree switch can be modeled as

shown in Fig. 3.4 (b).

For switches on a multicast ring, only three links will be considered: inbound

and outbound ring links, and a link (referred to as the exit link) to host for data

entering and exiting the network cloud. Traffic from the exit link will be put on

the queue for the outbound ring link, while traffic from the inbound ring link will

be forwarded to both queues of the exit link and outbound ring link (Fig. 3.4 (c)).

Certain control has to be simulated because a packet has to be checked for its first
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ring switch to avoid continuous looping around the ring. This is assumed to be

accomplished by a ring routing protocol. Also, notice that some of the switches on

the ring may not have multicast group members attached, i.e., they are transient

nodes. Still, the ring switch model can be used with zero entering traffic. So these

switches have only two ring links.

3.3.4 Simulation Parameters

Several parameters are variable and can be changed. Some parameters are common

for both RBRM and TBRM simulations: the average inter-arrival time of the

multicast PDU generator (denoted as 1/ λm ), the average inter-arrival time of

external traffic at each link (denoted as 1/ λ e ), the average service time of the

server of each queue, the propagation delay dp of each link, and the buffer size b for

each link. Besides these, two other parameters are the simulation length in ticks for

each run, and the starting tick for collecting data. Results presented in the following

are run from simulations with length of 240,000 simulation ticks and the starting

tick is at 120,000. The window size w is a variable parameter particular for the

window-based RBRM.

We always assign a permanent link propagation delay dp = 1 to simplify. The

processing time tproc is assumed to be 0. The average service time is assigned as

10 simulation ticks, which serves as the base for deciding other parameters. Then,

most other variables are changed to see how they affect the performance measure

of interests. In most simulations, link buffer size b is assigned as 20 packets to

provide small packet-drop probability, and window size w is 8. However, these two

parameters are also changed in some simulations, as we will see later.

Traffic of a network in our simulation consists of three parts: multicast data

packets, overhead introduced by multicast protocols, and external traffic introduced

at each link. As an indicator of the network offered load, we define combined traffic
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3.4 Performance Results

Generally, there are three measures of our interest. One is the delay performance,

and, although we know that a tree path is usually much shorter than the ring path,

we think it is more important to find out what the total delay would be when queuing

delay is taken into consideration. The second one is the throughput performance. As

the RBRM applies the window control, we want to see how much we can benefit. In

the following discussion, we use packet count of successful multicast to demonstrate

the throughput performance of these protocols. We define successful multicast here

to be a data packet received by everyone in the same multicast group. With both

service rate and the simulation period fixed, the packet count of success multicasts

is actually a constant times the usual normalized throughput. The other one is the

efficiency we want to see how much overhead is incurred for each protocol. Overall,

the multicast session related packets are control messages, retransmissions and data

packets.

Most of our simulations are based on 16-member sessions. The random

networks we generated are the same as in [18]. Each network has 64 nodes. 128

links are generated between randomly chosen pairs of nodes, with an additional 64

links linking them in a global ring to ensure there is at least one solution for the ring

construction. 16 group members are uniformly picked from these 64 nodes. Then,

a shared multicast tree and a multicast ring are created separately. The maximum

degree in these random networks is between 5 and 3, with the average 3.8. Multicast

tree sizes (i.e., number of nodes) range in [17, 26], with an average of 20.1. The

longest paths of these trees are 10.7 on average, in the range [7, 17]. Multicast ring
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Figure 3.5 TBRM delay vs. combined traffic load.

sizes are between 19 and 28. The average is 23.1. Note this is also the average ring

length.

The following results are obtained from simulations on 20 random networks.

In most of the simulations, each link is assigned with a background traffic (referred

to as external load) rate A, such that kip = 0.25.

3.4.1 TBRM Behavior

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the characteristics of the TBRM protocol. The x-axis of

all the charts are the combined traffic load (i.e., p) of multicast traffic and external

background traffic. Results of each individual simulation run are plotted as well as

the average of these runs.

We can see that the delay of successful transmissions stays very low for light

traffic load. When traffic grows heavy, results from individual runs start to diverge.

The variance is large delay can be small in some runs and huge in others.
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Figure 3.6 TBRM throughput vs. combined traffic load.

From Figure 3.6, we observe the same pattern. We may find that the amount of

successful transmissions increases with traffic load until networks are congested. And

finally, for high load session data can hardly be successfully multicasted. As we will

discuss in the below subsections, the turning point is the when the networks begin

to discard packets, and protocol overheads(e.g. repairs and NACKs) are involved.

This shows that TBRM does not have a good scheme of recovering from packet

loss. Once the network is congested, the protocol is likely to aggravate the congestion.

The average curve actually does not provide any accurate prediction of the actual

network performance because of the high variability. However, it indicates the chance

of congestion. With traffic load increasing, the chance of congestion soon increases

enormously. Thus, we may conclude that TBRM's performance is unpredictable

when multicast traffic load is sufficiently high.

Although not accurate, the average curve does show the tendency of the

protocol behavior. In the following discussion of the TBRM protocol, we use the

average curve instead of the individual runs to make clear charts.
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Figure 3.7 RBRM delay vs. combined traffic load.

3.4.2 RBRM Behavior

Figure 3.7 and 3.8 show the simulation results of the RBRM protocol. The simulated

networks are the same and the parameters are mostly the same as in Section 3.4.1.

The RBRM employs the window protocol. In these charts, the window size is 8.

The delay of a packet under RBRM protocol is made up of two parts, the

accessing delay before it is put on the network and the network delay when it traverses

the network. In Figure 3.7, the total delay and the network delay are both plotted.

Note that RBRM's network delay increases slightly as the traffic load increases. The

total delay increases significantly when data is accumulated faster than the window

can send. Note that this is an effect of the window protocol. The window protocol

actually controls the amount of traffic put on the network, thus avoiding overloading

networks. This can be observed from Figure 3.8: the amount of successfully multi-

casted data remains constant at high network load.

Note that the total delay shown in the chart should also be a function of time.

When data is generated faster than the protocol could send, the accessing delay is
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Figure 3.8 RBRM throughput vs. combined traffic load.

in fact unbounded. It is not the case in real life that a host application will keep

on accumulating data in the transport buffer. The point is, RBRM provides a good

scheme of traffic control. The access delay is at each host end. Blocking at hosts

does no harm to the network.

Contrary to TBRM protocol, the RBRM shows that at any time, the simulation

results are consistent. All results from individual runs are around corresponding

average values, meaning the RBRM should yield a predictable performance.

3.4.3 Effect of Traffic Control

Fig. 3.9 is a close-up comparison of delays of both protocols. Here (and in the

following discussions) for clear demonstration we use average curves only. Although

not accurate, the average curve does show the tendency of a protocol's behavior.

From the chart, we may see that: (i) TBRM can multicast packets with much

smaller delay when traffic load is low (before congestion happens). Multicast trees

always have the advantage of shorter delivery paths over multicast rings. (ii) RBRM



Figure 3.10 Comparison of TBRM and RBRM throughput.
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Figure 3.11 TBRM traffic composition statistics.

is able to maintain relatively constant network delay at heavy traffic load. When

congestion happens, TBRM takes a significantly long time to multicast packets to

every receiver. With the window control scheme, RBRM prevents overloading a

network very effectively. This property is very important because a network should

not be overwhelmed under any circumstances.

Fig. 3.10 shows the comparison of goodput performance between the two

protocols. We may see that goodput of TBRM protocol drops quickly when load

reaches a certain point, resulting from serious network congestion. RBRM can

manage to keep on sending data packets constantly at very high load. One charac-

teristic, not shown in this figure, is that individual simulation results of TBRM's

goodput are also diverse when traffic is heavy, similar to TBRM's delay performance.

Similarly, RBRM still shows consistent simulation results.
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Figure 3.12 RBRM traffic composition statistics.

3.4.4 Traffic Overhead and Protocol Efficiency

Figure 3.11 shows three curves: number of data packets put in the network, number

of data packets successfully multicasted, and the total number of packets involved

in the session. We may see that although TBRM keeps on sending data into the

network, the number of successful multicasted packets drops at high load. The total

traffic increases enormously, showing that the protocol overhead is overwhelming at

high load. The protocol overhead includes NACKs and repairs (i.e., retransmissions).

Thus, TBRM's low-load efficiency is very high because of minimal packet loss, but

it drops sharply at high load.

Fig. 3.12 describes RBRM. The same three curves are plotted. Even at low

load, the protocol has overhead because of regular keep-alive messages. Due to the

relatively small amount of data traffic at low load, the efficiency is low compared

to TBRM. When net-wide load increases, the amount of data traffic increases, but

there is not much change of the overhead. At high load, both the overall traffic and

data traffic keep constant. Thus, the efficiency stays at a constant level.
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Figure 3.13 RBRM delay performance varies with window size.

Note that for RBRM, the number of successful multicasted packets is very close

to the amount of data that RBRM puts on the network. This shows the effectiveness

of RBRM: it keeps a very high successful rate, and most data packets put on the

network can be successfully multicasted.

There is one more interesting observation of the RBRM overhead. We may

observe that as the traffic load increases, the gap between the total traffic amount

and the data traffic narrows in the mid area, then increases again and finally keeps

constant. When the load is low, the overhead consists of only keep-alive control

messages (KAMs). KAMs are ticked by the ring-trip delay. This delay increases

at low load, resulting the KAMs decreasing. Hence, the overhead decreases. When

packet losses begin to happen, retransmissions are involved, resulting in the overhead

increasing again. When the advancing of the sending window finally balances the

packet losses, the overhead stays constant.



Figure 3.15 RBRM overhead comparison of different window sizes.
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3.4.5 RBRM Window Size

When window size is increased, RBRM allows more outstanding packets in network.

Therefore, the access delay may be decreased. Since the traffic amount is also

increased, packets suffer longer network delay. Fig. 3.13 shows the delay performance

changes with different window sizes.

Increasing window size may not necessarily improve RBRM's goodput.

Fig. 3.14 shows that the goodput of a 16-packet window is about the same as that

of an 8-packet window, although there is an increase when the window is enlarged

from 4 to 8. The reason is worthy of further study. Here we compare, in Fig. 3.15,

the traffic compositions of the two window configurations. We can see the amount

of data sent by both configurations are about the same. With window size 16, the

overhead is larger. RBRM overhead includes keep-alive control messages(KAMs)

and retransmissions. As mentioned before, the frequency of keep-alive messages is

ticked by the ring-trip delay. For the larger window configuration, KAMs should

be less frequent due to longer ring delay. Therefore, the major difference is due to

the retransmission traffic, which implies that retransmissions for a size-16 window

are much more than for the size-8 window.

From these observations, we may conclude that the window size is one factor

that effects RBRM goodput, but not the only one. The ring itself has a capacity for

RBRM traffic. Therefore, when a window size is sufficiently large, a further increase

of window size does not improve the throughput, but efficiency drops and the delay

performance is worse.

3.4.6 Effect of External Traffic

In Figure 3.16, we compare two scenarios for TBRM. In one case, the background

traffic load is fixed and the delay is observed with increasing multicast traffic load. In

the other case, we keep multicast traffic load unchanged and watch the delay changes



Figure 3.17 Effect of external traffic on TBRM throughput.
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Figure 3.18 Effect of external traffic on RBRM delay.

according to background traffic. As shown in the figure, these two scenarios have the

same outcome. When the combined traffic load increases to a certain point, either by

increase of background traffic or multicast traffic, the network becomes congested,

delay turns out to be intolerable, and the throughput is harmed (Figure 3.17).

For RBRM, we may see from Figure 3.18 that increasing the external traffic

also will cause longer network delay. Different from the steady network delay at high

load when external load is fixed, when external load increases, network delay at high

load increases accordingly. This is because the external traffic is not controlled. The

actual network load becomes heavy when external load rises. Correspondingly, the

throughput (Figure 3.19) at high load decreases while the external traffic increases.

3.4.7 Link Buffer Size

Figure 3.20 compares the delay of 2 different buffer size settings for TBRM. One

setting has larger link buffer sizes. Each link has a buffer size of 22 instead of 20.



Figure 3.20 TBRM delay performance varies with link buffer size.
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Figure 3.21 TBRM throughput performance varies with link buffer size.

As we can see from the chart, with a larger buffer size, congestion occurs at a higher

load. Also, the throughput can be better with larger size (see Figure 3.21).

For RBRM, the delay performance shown in Figure 3.22 does not change much

except that the access delay at load 0.75 is smaller, which is brought about by the

enlarged buffer. The network delay at high load is about the same for the 2 settings.

This implies that when packet dropping occurs, the network load condition is kept

at a steady level by the window protocol. From the throughput chart (Figure 3.23),

we can see the enlarged buffer results in better throughput at high load.

Increasing link buffer size can help both protocols. With an enlarged link buffer,

TBRM can bear the higher traffic load without performance collapse, and RBRM

can maintain a larger goodput.

3.4.8 Session Size

We generated 22-node groups from 128-node networks. Shared trees and rings are

built in the same way as for 16-member simulations. The maximum degree of a



Figure 3.23 RBRM throughput performance varies with link buffer size.
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Figure 3.24 TBRM delay performance varies with session size.

node is between 3 and 6 with the average 4.3. Multicast tree sizes are in the interval

[27, 40], with an average of 32. The longest tree path is 14 on the average, between

9 and 25. Multicast ring size is in [31, 44], 37.5 on the average.

Results show that a larger session has degraded performance. Although the

scale of sessions is changed and the statistical values are changed accordingly, the

basic patterns of these two protocols stay the same.

Figure 3.24 is the TBRM delay comparison between these two session sizes.

The chart shows that a larger session with larger tree sizes tends to congest networks

earlier. This should be true, because the probability of packet loss increases with

the increase of tree path lengths. Similarly, Figure 3.25 shows smaller sessions have

higher data throughput.

The same goes for RBRM with larger sessions  the host end accessing delay

rises up earlier, and the network delay is longer because of more ring hops. The

throughput of a smaller session is better at high-load area (Figure 3.26 and 3.27).



Figure 3.25 TBRM throughput performance varies with session size.
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Figure 3.26 RBRM delay performance varies with session size.
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Figure 3.27 RBRM throughput performance varies with session size.

3.5 Summary

This chapter compares two different approaches to reliable group multicast protocols

— tree-based (TBRM) and ring-based (RBRM) and illustrates some trade-offs

of these two approaches. From the simulation results we presented, some ideas are

verified and some observations are made and should be further studied.

In summary, TBRM and RBRM behave quite differently and each has its

advantages. TBRM shows very good delay performance and high efficiency at

low network load. However, TBRM is very sensitive to packet loss and has poor

throughput performance at high network load. Furthermore, it can experience what

is known as "congestion collapse" (i.e., a situation in which almost no multicast

transmission is completed successfully). In addition, TBRM aggravates network

congestion by its uncontrollable transmission overhead.

RBRM has a longer delay at low network load than TBRM due to its long

routing path. The window-based flow control facilitates simple feedback from the

ring, therefore showing its important control mechanism, since at high network load
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it ensures that "congestion collapse" will not occur. The window-based flow control

regulates the traffic as it enters the network. Furthermore, if there is congestion

inside the network, packets will enter the network in a reduced rate. Consequently,

the ring-based reliable group multicast has stable throughput at high network load.

We also explored some variables that may affect the performances of the TBRM

and RBRM protocols. In short,

• Both protocols' goodput performance benefits from increased link buffer size,

but the network delay also increases.

• Performances of both protocols, can be negatively affected by increasing

network background traffic. Hence, some resource reservation and control may

be necessary to ensure reliable group multicast sessions.

• Both protocols show performance decreasing when size of the multicast group

increases.

• For RBRM, window size is not the final determining factor of its throughput.

The throughput may be limited by both the ring size and the link buffer size.



CHAPTER 4

HIERARCHICAL AND HYBRID ARCHITECTURE

The previous chapters investigate the performance impacts on reliable group multi-

casting from different feedback mechanisms, as well as from different routing

topologies. Although NACK-based reliability control is efficient at low network

load, it is difficult to prevent network congestion due to excessive multicast traffic.

Although ACK-based reliability control is effective in regulating multicast traffic,

it requires complex protocol operations if the multicast is tree-based. Although

the multicast tree provides minimum delay performance, it is difficult to enforce

reliability control from upper layers. Although multicast ring facilitates upper-layer

reliability operations, its scalability is unsatisfying due to the latency performance.

Our objective in this section is to explore a solution that integrates the

following: window-based traffic control with the implicit feedback from ring

structure, low latency with the tree-based multicast, and high efficiency of the

NACK-based approach at low network load. We propose a hierarchical architecture

for reliable group multicast called RITA (Rings Inter-connected with Tree Archi-

tecture). RITA is distinguished from other hierarchical models with two essential

features: (i) It is hierarchical. We divide a multicast group into several clusters,

and clusters are interconnected by a backbone. The task of reliability is therefore

also divided into smaller independent tasks to ensure reliabilities within separate

clusters and the backbone. We hope this "divide and conquer" strategy may help

reliable multicast protocol to scale to large multicast groups. (ii) It is hybrid. Tree

and ring structures are both used as sub-structures for clusters and the backbone.

Furthermore, it is necessary to employ both ACK- and NACK-based protocols along

with the respective ring and tree structures within the hybrid architecture.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we discuss considerations of

RITA design, and define basic components of the architecture. Different operations
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are necessary for different components. We define two protocols in Section 4.2:

a dynamic window-based protocol for intra-cluster reliable multicast, and a light

weight NACK-based protocol for inter-cluster reliable multicast. The interaction

and cooperation of these two protocols is another major focal topic. In Section 4.3

we investigate the performance of RITA. We show results of RITA simulations and

compare these with results of pure tree- or ring-based protocol simulations. We show

that RITA has the ability to maintain similar throughput and congestion control

performance, while gaining from significantly lower delay, as compared to ring-based

protocol. Section 4.4 is the summary of this chapter.

4.1 Hybrid Multicast Architecture: RITA

A hierarchical structure is useful as a common strategy to solve the scalability issue.

RMTP [71] is an example of using hierarchies. By aggregating ACKs of the same

hierarchies, RMTP successfully solves the ACK implosion problem. But RMTP is

difficult to adapt to many-to-many multicast, because the hierarchies are source-

based. To maintain different hierarchical structures for different sources is costly

and may have scalability problems. In Lorax [52] a shared ACK tree mechanism is

proposed for concurrent multicasting with multiple sources. It needs sophisticated

operations and participation from routers in order to aggregate ACKs to different

sources. LRMP [53] divides a group into subgroups for error recovery, but it still

does not address multicast flow control. RMX [17, 16] uses a hierarchical structure so

that multicast can be done in subgroup domains, while using unicast for inter-domain

reliable dissemination.

RITA is a two-hierarchy structure. Basically, we partition a group into

subgroups. Each subgroup forms a small multicast cluster. These clusters form

the first hierarchy. In the second hierarchy, a backbone is necessary to interconnect
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the clusters. This structure allows concurrency: copies of a same packet can be

disseminated concurrently in different clusters.

Concurrency is important for our effort to improve the delay performance of

ring-based multicast. In a ring-based protocol, a packet visits receivers in a sequential

order. No two receivers can receive the same packet at the same time. This is the

essential reason for the weakness of ring-based multicast.

Although a tree structure may help to significantly achieve better concurrency,

introducing a tree topology into the hierarchical structure should not weaken the

control on multicast traffic gained in the ring-based approach. There are two basic

types of hybrid structures: (i) a backbone tree interconnecting multiple rings, and

(ii) a backbone ring interconnecting trees. As its name suggests, RITA adopts the

first choice, and for the following reasons. First, a backbone ring may still be lengthy

when spanning a wide area to reach domains, hence it may not decrease multicast

delay significantly. Second, the strength of ring-based protocol lies in its capability of

access control of multicast traffic. The backbone ring design loses the access control

of multicast sources.

Besides these two considerations, our observation of loss correlation on a

multicast tree suggests multicast flows across backbone tree links are less congested

than in clusters. With the ring-based protocol's control at each cluster, the tree-

based protocol can be sufficient for reliability control. Furthermore, RITA provides

a solution to avoid the Loss Path Multiplicity problem [10]. In the following sections,

we discuss these issues in detail.

4.1.1 Loss Correlation on Multicast Tree

The decision to use a tree structure in the backbone hierarchy is based on one essential

property of the group multicasting. Multicast flow condition on tree links is different

in the two cases of group multicasting and single-source multicasting, i.e. many-
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Figure 4.1 Any tree link connects two subtrees with different load flow in two
directions.

to-many and one-to-many respectively. In case of a single-source session, multicast

traffic flows in only one direction on each tree link. The multicast traffic load is

uniform over all tree links. With many-to-many multicasting on a shared tree, traffic

flows in different directions asymmetrically. The asymmetry results in uneven load

correlation in different places of a tree.

4.1.1.1 Dominant Direction Load: Consider a tree T = (M, ET), where

every node i E M is considered a potential multicast source with average sending

rate λ i ≥  0. Let e ij Є  ET denote the link between node i and j. Multicast flows

in the two directions on any tree link are asymmetric, and here we notate r ij as the

traffic flowing from node i to node j on link eij , and rji as the traffic flowing in the

other direction.

Any link eij in fact bridges two subtrees of T. Let Cij = (Vij , Eij ) be the

subtree of T and i E Vij and cji = (vji , Eli ) be the other subtree, where j E Vji

(Figure 4.1). We can thus obtain the traffic load on link eij with the following:
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Figure 4.2 For an intermediate link e ij , we may find an arbitrary leaf link e xy in
and an arbitrary leaf link emn in 	 Suppose T1 is the subtree connecting y

and i, while subtree T2 connects j and m.

where rid and rji are not necessarily equal.

This asymmetry usually is most obvious at those links attaching to leafs

(referred to as leaf links hereafter, and intermediate links for other links). A leaf x

multicasts with rate Ax and receives traffic with rate:
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leaf. Suppose T1 is the subtree connecting y and i, and subtree T2 connects j and

m. We may derive the following:

Therefore we conclude the following: for any intermediate link e, there exists at least

one leaf link whose DDL is no less than the DDL of e.

The minimum DDL should be half of the total traffic from all multicast sources.

When a link has the minimum DDL, sources at both of its ends generate an equal

amount of traffic. When there is a difference in the two opposite flows, DDL is

greater than the minimum. When there is no source at one end of a link, the DDL

reaches the maximum, which is the total traffic F, i.e.

Generally, if multicast sources are homogeneous, multicast traffic is more likely

to be evenly divided at a link close to the center of multicast tree, because sources

are more likely to be evenly divided at such links. Thereby, there is a basin-like

syndrome: outskirts of a multicast tree (i.e. links close to leafs) have relatively

higher DDL, while around the middle of the tree DDL's are lower. The depth of

the basin depends on many factors such as the number of multicast sources, the

space distribution of multicast sources (positions on the tree), and the rates of all

multicast sources.
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Figure 4.3 Multicast traffic load in correlation with binary tree layers.

To illustrate how uneven the DDL can be on a many-to-many multicast tree,

let us use the binary tree as an example. Suppose a binary tree of depth n (i.e.

2n+1 — 1 nodes), where each leaf node is a source with the same mean traffic rate A.

If a link is at the ith layer from the root, its DDL should be:

Since the overall traffic of the group is F = (2n — 1)A, when n is sufficient large such

that 2n >> 1,

Therefore we may have the multicast load correlation with tree depth shown in Figure

4.3. In this figure, the normalized DDL is plotted as a function of the depth of links.

A link directly connects the root (i.e., depth = 1) and has half of the whole group's

traffic as its DDL. When a link is farther from the root, its DDL is closer to the total

traffic of the whole group. Notice that this relation is also true even when all nodes

are sources.
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Heavy load may cause packet switch buffer overflow, which is the major reason

for packet losses. Generally, packet-loss probability at a link is an increasing function

of the load of the link. Therefore, the significance of DDL is that it indicates the

possibility of congestion due to multicast traffic. We may conclude from the above

discussion that leaf links are most likely to be congested by multicast traffic.

RITA addresses the reliability problem in the following way. With its hierar-

chical structure, the task is actually divided into two sub-tasks: reliable multicast

in each cluster and reliable multicast on the backbone. By embedding multicast

rings to links around leafs, we may use a ring-based protocol to take care of high

load links. More importantly, all sources can watch multicast load conditions of the

whole group, by getting feedbacks from their local rings. Hence, multicast traffic can

be regulated. With high load links being taken care of in clusters, other links with

relatively low load are left as backbone links. In the backbone, the reliability task is

only to ensure delivery among clusters.

4.1.1.2 Avoiding The Loss Path Multiplicity Problem: If the loss proba-

bility from a source to one of its multicast destinations is p and loss events on different

links are all independent, then a packet can be successfully multicast to all in desti-

nations with probability (1 — p)m. When m is large enough, the successful multicast

probability can be much smaller than the successful unicast probability. In other

words, the chance that at least one receiver fails to get the packet increases rapidly

with small increase of single path loss probability p (see Figure 4.4). This is identified

as the Loss Path Multiplicity (LPM) problem in [10].

RITA provides a solution to this problem because it helps to reduce the two

parameters that affect the overall loss probability of multicast. First, it reduces the

number of destinations (i.e. m) on a multicast tree. While reliability in each cluster

is a task of the ring-based protocol, the reliability across the backbone tree only
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Figure 4.4 The loss path multiplicity problem.

requires delivery be guaranteed between clusters. Notice that the number of clusters

is much smaller than the member set size m. Hence, the overall loss probability on

the backbone can be effectively reduced. Second, RITA reduces the single path loss

probability (i.e. p) on the backbone tree. A path between two clusters should be

shorter than a path between two member nodes. Moreover, as we have discussed in

above, because the backbone tree is formed with links that are more lightly loaded,

the loss probability of a backbone path can be significantly lower than a path between

a pair of members.

With m and p reduced, packets can be multicasted with a higher success proba-

bility using a tree-based protocol.

Let us look at an example to illustrate how RITA can avoid this LPM problem.

Consider the binary tree shown in Figure 4.5. The 16 leaf nodes (s1 to s16) are

multicast sources, each multicasts with the same rate A. If the multicast is performed

directly with this tree, the longest path between two members (e.g. from s1 to s16)
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Figure 4.5 A binary tree with leaf nodes as multicast sources, RITA can be
constructed by embedding rings on lower layers.

Figure 4.6 Multicast load increase pattern on a tree path from source to one desti-
nation.

has 8 hops. On the first link of this longest path, in the direction from s1 to s16 1 ,

multicast flow is A, which is comprised of traffic from s1 only. Since the total group

traffic (F) from these 16 sources is 16A, the load on the first link of the path from

s1 to s16 is therefore 116 . On the second link, as 81 and s2 both send packets in this

direction, the load steps up to 2A, which is s of the total group traffic. Therefore, as

shown in Figure 4.6.(a) on this path from 81 to s16, the multicast load steps from

15rup to T6- in the consecutive links.

'In the other direction on this link, multicast flow is the mainstream because it contains
traffic from all other sources
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Figure 4.7 RITA structure and components.

If RITA is embedded on the same tree (as shown in Figure 4.5) with dashed

lines as cluster rings 2 , the backbone tree is smaller. Between two clusters, the longest

path has 4 hops only (e.g. from c1 to c4). From c1 to c4, the multicast flows in the

four subsequent links are and y respectively (shown in Figure 4.6 (b)). It

is obvious that the loss probability of such a path should be lower than that of the

path from 81 to s16. Considering the fact that the backbone has only four clusters

as the destinations, instead of 16 members, we can expect significant improvement

to the multicast success probability on the tree. This is verified with our simulation

based performance study, which we present in a later section.
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4.1.2 RITA Components

RITA is built with two hierarchies (Figure 4.7). In the first one, a multicast group

is partitioned into small clusters. 3 In each cluster, a multicast ring is built to

connect local members. In the second hierarchy, a backbone multicast tree is set up

to interconnect these rings. Each leaf of this tree is correspondingly also connected

on a cluster ring.

There are three types of nodes in RITA:

Member Node (MN): A member node is a multicast group member and is

also a potential source. Its transport-layer protocol Member Node Multicast

Transport (MNMT) is a ring-based reliable multicast protocol. At the routing

layer, the routing protocol should support ring-based multicast routing;

Bridge Node (BN): A bridge node interconnects one cluster ring and the

backbone tree. It handles the traffic from and to the backbone tree. Thus it

acts like a gateway between the local ring and the backbone. The transport-

layer protocol performed by a BN is called Bridge Node Multicast Transport

(BNMT). A bridge node supports, at the network layer, both tree- and ring-

based multicast routings. These routing protocols are not specified in this

work (any one of the previously proposed routing protocols can be deployed),

since the focus is on the transport protocols for reliable multicasting.

Transient Node (TN): Transient nodes are not the members of the multicast

session, but used to form the backbone tree and ring paths. A transient node

can be either a ring switch or a backbone tree switch.

2 Embedding a tour on the subtree is the simplest way to construct multicast ring in a
cluster. It is sufficient for our example, although a TSP ring can be more efficient.

3 The partitioning of a multicast group can be a topic for further study. The Internet
can usually be partitioned into domains. Therefore it is natural to partition a group based
on participating domains. However in subsequent discussion of this chapter, we may also
see that the partitioning is in fact an optimization problem w.r.t. cluster size.
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For convenience, we also refer to nodes on rings as ring nodes, and to nodes on

the backbone tree as tree nodes. Notice that a RITA node may not necessarily be a

single host. Routing and transport protocols may reside on separate devices.

This dissertation focuses on the transport protocols that ensure multicast relia-

bility. MNMT and BNMT protocols are discussed in the subsequent section. Existing

protocols and technologies can be used for the underlying routing.

In RITA, each cluster can be viewed as a super source node, with the bridge

node enforcing the reliability and each cluster/ring having a unique ID. The transient

nodes simply forward multicast packets. If a multicast packet arrives, the node should

forward the packet to other links associated with the same group. An intermediate

ring node always has only one link to forward to, while an intermediate tree node

may forward a packet to more than one link.

A sender may easily detect packet losses, by watching returning packets (i.e.,

implicit ACKs). Early congestion on certain cluster rings can be noticed by local

members and bridge nodes quickly, and senders thereby may adjust their rate

accordingly. In this way, further congestion on backbone tree is avoided. Meanwhile,

losses can be recovered quickly within the congested ring without bothering other

areas of the same group.

We also can see that there is a trade-off for cluster sizes. As the ring size

increases, so does the delay for the feedback and the loss probability PR (loss) in

the ring 4 . Therefore, we identify an optimization problem — to find the optimal

number of rings and ring size to maximize the performance of the multicast protocol.

Here we focus on the protocols and their performance study and leave the formal

4Let pi be the probability with which a ring link drops packets under traffic load F.
Because there are IRi I hops on ring

which increases as the size of the ring gets larger.
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treatment of the optimization problem for future work. However, we establish the

following definition of optimality:

Thus a multicast tree T with all members as its leaves can be perceived as

a RITA with number of rings equal to the number of multicast members, i.e.,

RIT A(M, M). Our simulations show that packet losses on tree links can be reduced

virtually to zero by employing the rings (see Figure 4.20). Since the loss in backbone

tree links is negligible, the packet loss for the many-to-many multicast session is

minimized. While maintaining this congestion-control property, we increase the

number of rings to a maximal value (i.e., ring sizes are minimal).

As mentioned earlier, reliability in RITA is realized if the following tasks are

accomplished: (i) a source is able to reliably multicast its packets on its local cluster

ring; (ii) a bridge node is able to reliably multicast any packets from its local sources

to other bridge nodes; (iii) a bridge node is able to reliably multicast packets from

outside to its local cluster. We can see that these responsibilities should be enforced

by protocols running in each multicast member node and bridge node. In the next

section, we discuss the design of these protocols.

4.2 RITA Based Reliable Group Multicast Protocols

Member nodes and bridge nodes have different tasks to accomplish the multicast

reliability. Transport protocol at a member node (i.e. MNMT) should do the

following: (i) send data packets and make sure they reach every node on the same
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ring; (ii) retransmit once its packets are found to be lost; (iii) adjust rate when

network congestion is noticed, or when more bandwidth is available.

The basic tasks for a bridge node are: (i) forward ring traffic to multicast tree

and perform necessary retransmission when requested; (ii) forward external traffic

to its local ring and perform necessary retransmissions when losses are detected; (iii)

inform member nodes about congestion detected at elsewhere in RITA. It is not the

bridge node's task to cache traffic from either the local ring or the backbone tree

to regulate traffic rate. Multicast sources are the only places that enforce traffic

regulation.

Next we present the transport protocols, MNMT and BNMT, respectively for

member and bridge nodes of RITA.

4.2.1 Member Node Multicast Transport Protocol

MNMT is an enhanced version of the RBRM from the previous section. Although

RBRM is able to perform the first two tasks above, RBRM does not specify a dynamic

window size adjustment mechanism. Such a mechanism is essential for RITA, because

backbone congestion avoidance depends on congestion control within each individual

ring. We now introduce two MNMT versions, based on different adaptive window

control schemes, and their effectiveness is studied subsequently.

4.2.1.1 MNMT-1: The first version (MNMT-1) adopts a scheme similar to TCP

[66] to adjust sender windows. A sender starts with a small window size, initially in

probing status. Every time a packet successfully returns, the window is enlarged by

a small value dwup . When a packet is lost, the sender makes transition to congestion

avoidance state, and the window is decreased by dwdown . Generally, dwup and dwdown

should be functions of the following parameters: current window size wsize, number

of multicast senders m, and current protocol status stat.
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Figure 4.8 MNMT-1 window adjustment algorithm.

We do not intend to justify optimal window adjustment in this dissertation.

There are intensive research works and arguments on TCP's window adjustment

[75, 3, 46, 82, 13]. There are also works on window-based control for one-to-many

multicasting, such as [36]. Window adjustment in the context of many-to-many

multicasting is more complex, hence requires further exploration.

In our performance study presented in next section, we chose dwup = 1 /wsize

when protocol is in the probing state, dwup = 1/(wsize*m) for congestion avoidance,

and dw down 1. The reason for these choices is that the protocol is for many-to-

many multicasting, and a small adjustment at every sender can aggregate into a big

overall impact. Therefore, unlike TCP, dw up is relatively small for each multicast

sender. Suppose a sender's window at a certain moment is w. If there are x packet

losses during one ring circulation time t, then there are at least (w — x) packets

which still can pass through the network. Hence, dw down 1 for every packet loss

can decrease the window from w to (w — x) in a period of t. The algorithm outline

is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.9 MNMT-2 window adjustment algorithm.

4.2.1.2 MNMT-2: Studies [46, 81, 82] show that the sender's window can

be adjusted before congestion happens, instead of using packet losses to detect

congestion and trigger a window decrease, as in MNMT-1. The idea is to consider

round-trip delay change or throughput change with regard to window changes.

MNMT-2 emulates the algorithm presented in [82]. It is based on delay-

based adjustments to the window control. The protocol uses round-trip delay as

an indication of congestion status. Window size is regulated so that the round-trip

delay is maintained under a certain threshold.

In Figure 4.9 we show the main steps of the algorithm tailored for many-to-

many multicasting. In the figure, parameter alpha is used for performance tuning

and is set as 0.5 in our simulations.
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In our simulation study, we compared the performance of MNMT-1 and

MNMT-2 to see the impact of delay-based adjustment to the window size in group

reliable multicasting.

4.2.2 Bridge Node Multicast Transport Protocol

4.2.2.1 Forwarding Local Traffic to Backbone: For efficiency and simplicity

of loss-recovery operations, each bridge node keeps a global unique cluster identifi-

cation cid to represent its local cluster. A cluster table is maintained to record

other participating clusters. When a packet is forwarded from ring to backbone,

it is prepended with the local cid by the responsible BN. Also prepended with the

cid is a sequence number cseq, which is locally unique in the cluster. This cseq is

used to mark each packet arriving at the BN from ring independent of their origins.

Thus they provide a global ordering and sequencing of the multicast packets leaving

a cluster.

A copy of each sent packet is stored in a buffer (referred as t_ bu f), with the

corresponding cseq as the index for retransmission. Since a member on a local ring

may send the same packet more than once due to loss on the local ring, a bridge node

may receive duplicate packets. Thus the bridge node must check duplicates before

forwarding a newly arrived packet to the backbone. Therefore, t_ buf should be also

hashed with packet source ID's and packets' original sequence numbers. Below is an

outline of the sending procedure, when a BN receives a packet from a local source.

The packet is notated as p[src, seq] to mean it is from sr c with sequence number seq.

In order to further prevent a BN from becoming a bottleneck, a BN's

operations are minimal. Forwarding local ring traffic and external traffic to and

from the backbone tree is immediate. No flow control and transmission buffering

are performed at bridge nodes so that delay at a BN is hence minimized.
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Figure 4.10 Algorithm for BNMT to handle local traffic.

Figure 4.11 Backbone traffic handling with BNMT.

4.2.2.2 Backbone Loss Detection and Recovery: A NACK-based approach

is used for loss detection and recovery. The interaction between bridge nodes over the

backbone tree is similar to the SRM protocol [34] and TBRM. However, a simpler

loss-recovery mechanism can be used at a bridge node because of the congestion

control deployed at the local rings.

Upon receiving a data packet from a particular cluster, a BN checks if there is a

sequence gap between the new packet and the last seen packet from the same bridge

node. A gap indicates losses and the recovery procedure is started. A BN makes use

of the cluster id and the cluster sequence number (i.e. cid and cseq). Since t_bu f

of a BN keeps copies from its local sources, retransmission can be performed at the

BN instead of involving original sender. In Figure 4.11 we show the outline of the

receiving procedure for cid = ci with cluster sequence cseq = cs , and how the NACK

procedure is started.

The bridge node forwards the received packet immediately to its local ring. It

looks up the cluster table to check the last received sequence (last[ci]) from ci. A
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NACK message is sent to the backbone for every lost packet with sequence x between

last[ci] and cs. A flag nack[ci, x] is kept for further loss recovery operations. More

details of procedure send_to_ring() are discussed later in this sub-section.

The NACK serves as three purposes: (i) to request retransmission from the

BN who sends the missing packet; (ii) to warn every multicast sender that a packet

is lost on tree so that senders may reduce their traffic accordingly; (iii) to suppress

NACKs from other BNs for the same missing packet.

NACKs are sent immediately after detection of loss. This is intended not only

to speed loss recovery, but also to speed senders' response to adjust their sending

rates. Because a NACK message indicates backbone congestion, senders should be

informed as soon as possible. Therefore upon receiving a NACK message, a BN

forwards it to the local cluster ring. A multicast source responds to a NACK by half

its window size in order to recover tree congestion.

It is possible that multiple NACKs are sent from different bridge nodes to

request the same packet. Since only bridge nodes, which are much less than member

nodes, generate NACKs, and loss on the backbone tree is low, the NACK implosion

is not a concern.

When a NACK is sent, the sending BN starts a timer in case NACK or the

corresponding repair is lost. When this timer expires, another NACK is sent. The

timer is initially given a value three times as the one way distance (i.e., one round

trip + extra) from the origin bridge nodes. The value is doubled each time the timer

expires. The timer will be canceled once the repair packet arrives. Also, if a NACK

requesting the same data is heard from the backbone, the timer is reset as if it just

expired.

Loss recovery needs cooperation among bridge nodes. Upon receiving a NACK

request, a bridge node sends a repair only if the requested packet originates from its

own cluster. After a repair is sent, the bridge node will set a timer, which is called the
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Figure 4.12 BNMT backbone error recovery algorithm.
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ignore timer. Before this timer expires, the bridge node should ignore any duplicate

NACKs requesting the same packet. The timer value can be twice the delay from

the NACK sender. The NACK and repair algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.12.

4.2.2.3 Reliable Delivery of Backbone Traffic to a Local Cluster: A

bridge node performs the following operations on its ring: it (i) forwards packets from

other BNs to the ring immediately without any flow control, (ii) detects loss (using

the implicit feedback mechanism), (iii) retransmits lost packets, and (iv) removes

the packets from the ring. Its main difference from the local member nodes is that

window-based flow control is not enforced.

We note that there is no need to re-assign a sequence number to each packet

from the tree. Instead, a bridge node maintains another buffer (referred as r _bu f).

Once a packet p comes from the backbone, the procedure send _to _ring (p) does the

following: appends a copy of p to tail of r _bu f , and sends p to the ring. In this way,

packets from the backbone are kept in r _bu f according to the order in which they are

put on the ring. If the returning packet is the first in r _bu f , there is no loss and the

buffered copy can be removed from the head of r _bu f . Therefore, a BN can detect

packet losses if the returning packet is not the first in r _bu f . For those packets that

are in front of the returning packet in r _bu f , they are removed from the r _bu f and

re-sent with the send _to _ring 0 procedure.

4.2.2.4 Heterogeneous Rings: The window-based adaptive flow control

enables a sender to increase its window size to fully utilize the ring capacity.

However, available bandwidth for a cluster ring changes dynamically and can be

different from that of the other rings. Loss detection and retransmission of packets

from the backbone is the responsibility of the BN for this ring. Suppose some of the

links used by a cluster ring get overloaded (say by the unicast traffic) and packets are
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Table 4.1 Summary of Protocol Functionality.

routing
basis

flow
control

reliability
scope

loss detection &
recovery

MNMT MN, ring window based local ring sender initiated
with implicit ACKs

BNMT BN,
tree + ring

no control local ring +
backbone

tree: receiver initiated
with NACKs
ring: sender initiated
with implicit ACKs

dropped. If there is no feedback to the source nodes that reside on the other cluster

rings, the BN will have buffer overflow. Thus, a feedback mechanism is needed to

inform the remote sources to adjust their rates accordingly.

Once a BN detects a packet loss on its local ring, it multicasts a control message

(called LOST) for such feedback. Upon receiving the LOST message, a bridge node

forwards this LOST message to its local ring and informs the members. A member

node adjusts its window size as if the loss occurred on its ring.

In this way, ring congestion information is shared among rings and multicast

senders may adjust their window sizes even if there is no local congestion. This

LOST control message is simulated in the performance study of next section.

Fairness and throughput can be increased if each BN maintains a window for

all other rings. However, such a solution will increase complexity at the BNs and

may cause bottlenecks.

4.2.3 Protocol Summary

Overall, reliable multicasting on RITA is done with the cooperation among member

nodes and bridge nodes. Table 4.1 summarizes the major functionality of the two

protocols for RITA. Member nodes are responsible for reliable delivery in their own

cluster. Once a packet is delivered in the local ring, the source assumes that the local

BN will handle the reliable delivery of the packet to all other rings. If no NACK is
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received, a bridge node assumes that other BNs received the packet correctly and

forward it to their clusters. Finally, when a packet is received from backbone, a BN

keeps track of it and makes sure it reaches everyone in its cluster.

Loss recovery is restricted either within a cluster ring or inside the backbone.

Meanwhile, most packet losses are notified to the whole group so that senders may

take action to reduce their multicasting rates. A sender is aware of three types of

packet losses: losses of its own packet on the ring, by implicit ACK scheme; losses

in the backbone tree, by arrivals of NACK messages; and losses in other clusters, by

arrivals of LOST messages. All these types of knowledge help a sender to adapt its

window size to the wide area network conditions.

The overall processes of MNMT and BNMT are illustrated with Figure 4.13

and Figure 4.14.

4.3 RITA Performance Study

With the same simulation procedure as in the previous chapters, we simulated

networks with three clusters. In each cluster there are 32 nodes, and 11 multicast

group members are randomly chosen from each cluster, making a session with 33

senders in total. Cluster rings are built separately. For wide-area, we use a star-like

backbone tree to connect these three clusters. The center node of the tree is 5 hops

away from each cluster. In other words, clusters are 10 hops away from each other.

One of our interests is to compare RITA with tree- and ring-based reliable

multicasting. We construct a global multicast tree and also a global multicast ring to

run TBRM and MNMT respectively. The global tree is constructed by building small

trees within these clusters and concatenating these small trees with the backbone

tree. Similarly, the virtual ring embedded on the backbone tree is merged with the

3 cluster rings into one large ring.
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Figure 4.13 Procedure of RITA member node protocol.



Figure 4.14 Procedure of RITA bridge node protocol.
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Figure 4.15 Goodput performance comparison: tree, ring, MNMT-1 and MNMT-2.

By changing cluster networks, we may derive different network instances. We

used 20 different network instances in our simulations.

4.3.1 Goodput Performance

Figure 4.15 plots the goodput performance of MNMT-1 and MNMT-2. Recall that

MNMT-1 senders use a basic adjustment algorithm, and MNMT-2 senders use a

delay-based approach to adjust window sizes. Respective performances of ring-based

and tree-based protocols are also plotted for comparison. The x-axis represents the

network's offered load. Besides the average aggregated multicast traffic offered to

reliable multicast protocols, the external traffic load is simulated in the same fashion

as the performance study in the previous chapter. The external load is 0.25 in our

experiments. The y-axis represents the number of successfully multicasted packets

during the simulation period.

As shown in the figure, both MNMT-1 and MNMT-2 presents stable and good

performance. There is no indication of congestion collapse. This means that intro-

ducing the backbone tree is successful. RITA uses a lightweight protocol for backbone
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Figure 4.16 Delay performance comparison: tree, ring, MNMT-1 and MNMT-P2.

multicast, and it is sufficient for backbone reliability control. MNMT-2 has smaller

goodput than MNMT-1, and this is because MNMT-2 does not encourage sender

probing for maximum throughput.

4.3.2 Delay Performance

Figure 4.16 shows the delay performance comparison. Again, the x-axis is the

network offered load, including external traffic. The y-axis represents the average

multicast delay, which is the time needed for a successful multicast. At low network

load, we may observe that MNMT-1 and MNMT-2 both show better performance

than the ring-based protocol. When network load gets higher, delay of MNMT-1

begins to exceed the delay of ring-based protocol, while MNMT-2 is able to maintain

its advantage over ring-based protocol. This shows that MNMT-1 is more aggressive

than MNMT-2 in putting more packets into the network, resulting in more queuing

delay and increasing loss probability. Because of losses, multicast delay of MNMT-1

is longer, and it increases with load.
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Figure 4.17 The four types clusters respective to RITA(32,16), RITA(32,8),
RITA(32,4), and RITA(32,2).

Figure 4.18 Goodput performances of different group partitionings.

It is obvious that MNMT-2 has better delay performance at high network load.

It appears to show that the MNMT-2 window control algorithm is very effective in

preventing network congestion. This is at a price because MNMT-2 shows lower

goodput than MNMT-1.

We also surveyed the effect of external traffic. Generally, RITA performance

shows the same pattern with varying external traffic. Increasing external traffic

results in decreased multicast goodput and increased multicast delay.
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Figure 4.19 Delay performances of different group partitionings.

4.3.3 Effects of Group Partitioning

Since an optimal partitioning C* may exist for RIT A(M, C), as mentioned above,

we studied different RITA embeddings on a same binary tree with all leaf nodes

as the multicast members. The height of the binary tree is 6. Therefore, the size

of multicast group I* is 32. Just for clarity, we use RITA(|M|,|C|) to denote

the different configurations with which we experimented. For RITA(32, 16), each

cluster is formed by two member nodes which share a same parent node on the

original binary tree, and this parent node as well. RITA(32, 16) is constructed by

embedding a virtual ring on each subtree, and connecting these 16 virtual rings with

the rest of the binary tree. In a similar fashion, we also constructed RIT A(32,8),

RIT A(32,4), and RIT A(32,2). In figure 4.17, we show the four types of clusters

respective to these four partitionings.

We simulated MNMT-2 on these four configurations. For comparison, we also

simulated TBRM on the binary tree, which we notate as RIT A(32,32), and MNMT-

2 on the ring, which is embedded on the tree and notated as RIT A(32,1).
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Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the result comparisons. We may observe that,

RITA(32, 4) (four cluster configuration) shows both better goodput and delay

performance than other partitionings. With too many clusters, RITA presents

performance similar to tree-based multicasting. As shown in both figures, the

16-cluster configuration (RITA(32, 16)) suffers severe congestion with combined

network load 0.60. The delay with this load is very long, and the goodput starts to

drop also. Further increase of the multicast load brings congestion collapse. With

fewer clusters, RITA's performance is close to ring-based multicasting. Among the

four RITA configurations, RITA(32, 2) has the longest multicast delay, although

still significantly lower than the delay of the pure ring-based case.

Note that in Figure 4.19, RITA(32, 8) shows lower delay at low load than

RITA(32, 4). However, as the load increases, the congestion control becomes more

important. Thus, as RITA(32, 8) starts recovering from increasing packet losses,

which is due to congestion, the multicast delay also increases and exceeds the delay

of RITA(32, 4).

We now turn to statistics of packet losses, in order to verify our explanation of

the delay.

4.3.4 Packet Loss Statistics

We observed packet losses on backbone trees by watching leaf link losses 5 of

trees. The following configurations are observed: RITA(32, 32), RITA(32, 16),

RITA(32, 8), RITA(32, 4), and RITA(32, 2). In Figure 4.20 the y-axis shows

the average number of packets discarded per leaf link. We may see that configu-

rations with more and smaller clusters are closer to RITA(32, 32), the configuration

with a pure tree. We note that for RITA(32, 2) and RITA(32, 4) the impact of

ring congestion control is remarkable, and packet losses are very few and have no

5 Let us refer the backbone tree links ending at clusters of a RITA as leaf links.
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Figure 4.20 Different group partitioning effects backbone leaf link losses.

significant increase with the load increase. In general, when partitioning with a

fewer number of clusters (and therefore, more members on a single ring), losses on

backbone leaf links are fewer. Thus the optimality criteria for RITA is to have the

maximal number of clusters for which no loss is due to congestion.

Furthermore, we compared the loss statistics of MNMT-1 and MNMT-2 under

high-load conditions. With the RITA configuration used in the delay and goodput

study (Figures 4.15 and 4.16), we observed the loss condition under multicast load

0.65 and external load 0.25. Numbers of packet losses in the backbone and clusters

are recorded separately. Table 4.2 shows the average results only. We may conclude

the following:

• The number of tree losses are much less than the ring losses in RITA. For

MNMT-1, the ratio of ring losses over tree losses is 48.5; while this ratio is

505.3 for MNMT-2. This seems to verify that the low loss property can be

achieved on backbone with RITA. Therefore, this can significantly reduce the

complexity of packet loss handling on the backbone.
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Table 4.2 Summed ring and tree losses with MNMT-1 and MNMT-2.

number of tree losses (packets) number of ring losses (packets)
MNMT-1 647.95 31407.3
MNMT-2 4.65 2349.7

• Furthermore, the performance of congestion control within clusters signifi-

cantly affects the backbone congestion control. We may see that losses are

more effectively inhibited with MNMT-2. We may see the ratio of ring losses

with MNMT-1 over MNMT-2 ring losses is 13.4, while the ratio of tree losses

with MNMT-1 over MNMT-2 tree losses is 139.3. Hence, the performance

improvement over MNMT-2 is significant. With stricter traffic control, MNMT-

2 not only reduces the ring losses very effectively, but also suppresses backbone

congestion significantly.

4.4 Summary

The objective of this chapter has been to present a new architecture for reliable group

multicasting. Our previous study shows that there are trade-offs between tree- and

ring-based reliable multicasting. To exploit advantages from both paradigms, we

introduce a hybrid multicast architecture (RITA). In RITA, multicast members are

partitioned into clusters, rings are built within these clusters, and cluster rings are

inter-connected by a backbone tree. This design facilitates multicast senders in their

deployment of adaptive congestion controls, as in ring-based multicasting. Using a

tree structure as the backbone, RITA may present better delay performance than

pure ring-based multicasting.

Unlike protocols such as Lorax [52], RMA [50] or PGM [74], RITA is protocol

independent. It does not require special design in the routing protocols to support

reliable multicasting.
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We discussed reliable multicast protocols for member nodes and bridge nodes

in RITA. An adaptive window- and ring-based protocol was presented for ring

congestion control. With this protocol plus the structural support of RITA,

we successfully manage to control wide-area congestion through local congestion

control. The multicast backbone can be relieved from congestion. Therefore, a

simple lightweight tree and NACK-based protocol is sufficient for wide-area reliable

multicasting.

With RITA and the associated protocols, the global multicast reliability is

broken down into smaller regional reliabilities, and each node (member node or bridge

node) is responsible for partial reliability only. With reliability ensured in each region,

the global reliability is also ensured.

Simulation results show that RITA is effective for reliable multicast. It facil-

itates the use of less complex yet reliable multicast protocols. Compared to pure tree-

based multicasting, RITA can achieve better goodput performance at high network

load. Compared to pure ring-based one, RITA shows that with proper design of

dynamic window adjustment, multicast delay can be shortened without sacrificing

too much throughput.

We observed that cluster partitioning has significant effects on RITA's

performance. To minimize delay, it is desirable to partition a group into more

and smaller clusters. On the other hand, with fewer clusters, multicast traffic is

much easier to control and therefore better throughput can be achieved. The optimal

RITA should reach a compromise between throughput and delay by choosing proper

cluster sizes.



CHAPTER 5

MULTICAST TREE PACKING

Congestion is the major cause of unreliability in a packet-switching network. Besides

transport-layer congestion-control mechanisms, proper routing can also help reduce

the risk of congestion. Generally, routing decisions made by multicast protocols

ignore the fact that multiple concurrent multicast sessions may be present in a

network.

With multiple concurrent multicast sessions in a network, competition for

the same network resources between multicast groups may cause bottlenecks in

the network, and therefore cause congestion. Optimizing multicast routing with

cooperation between multiple multicast groups needs more attention and should be

investigated.

In this chapter, we study the problem of optimally accommodating multiple

multicast requests on a same network.

5.1 Overview

Let graph G = (V, E) represent a network, and K be the set of multicast groups.

Suppose tk is the overall traffic demand of each multicast group k E K. Let us define

the congestion (or load) of an edge to be the total traffic demand summed over the

Figure 5.1 The formulation for the multicast tree packing problem.
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Figure 5.2 Notations for the multicast tree packing problem.

multicast groups using that edge. Our optimality objective is the minimization of

the total load of the most congested edge in the network.

The integer programming formulations for this problem are presented in [18].

Here we recapitulate the problem defined in [18] as shown in Figure 5.1. The

notations used in this chapter are listed in Figure 5.2.

In this dissertation, we mainly present the multicast tree packing heuristics

and the searching of lower bounds for the associated optimization problems. More

details can be found in [18].

5.2 Heuristic Multicast Tree Packing Algorithm

Our approach to solve multicast tree packing includes two phases: (i) Given a graph

G = (V, E) as the network and K as the set of multicast groups, we first find the
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Figure 5.3 Outline of a heuristic for reducing congestion.

multicast tree solutions for each group k E K. (ii) Let δk to be the ratio between

number of multicast members in group k and the size of the corresponding multicast

tree Tk . Define Δ  to be the maximum δ over all multicast trees. Given a size limit

Δ *, we try to reduce the maximum congestion of the network by reconstructing the

multicast trees so that z is reduced, while the new Δ  satisfies: Δ  ≤ Δ *.

5.2.1 Packing: Reducing the Maximum Congestion

Figure 5.3 describes the heuristic approach for packing multicast trees with minimum

congestion. The heuristic takes as input a set of optimal multicast trees computed

independently. The objective is to decrease the maximum value of congestion with

minimum increase in the maximum tree size.
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The first step is to calculate the congestion values on all links. In the next step,

a sorted array LE is maintained to order the edges according to their congestion

value.

From step 2 to step 5, the algorithm starts to search alternative tree solutions to

avoid using the most congested link. Starting from the most congested link, heuristic

chooses a link e and finds a tree which uses this link. The heuristic proceeds by

removing a congested link from a multicast tree and thus disconnecting the tree. If

an alternative tree can be found without using e and with S value no more than Δ *,

this tree replaces the original tree. To achieve better performance, the alternative

tree is searched in following way: if the most congested link (congestion value is Z)

is used by tree Tx for group x, identify a set Ez of all edges which are not used by

Tx , and whose congestion values are Z or Z — 1. Re-calculate an alternative tree for

group x by using edges in E\EZ only.

After all edges are attempted, if some improvement has been done, all edges

are re-sorted. The algorithm repeats until no further improvement can be done.

Later in this section we show that this naive heuristic can perform quite well

to reduce the maximum value of congestion.

5.2.2 Lower Bound for Multicast Tree Packing

Basically, we may choose a subset S of V and let w , which is the vector of link

weights to be assigned, be such that:

where (δ(S) denotes the set of edges separating S from V \ S. According to Lemma

1 in [18], a valid lower bound can be obtained with the equation which we cite as

below:
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Figure 5.4 An algorithm for tree packing lower bound searching.

Therefore, if we choose Sm  and Sn such that, βmn  ≤  λ i , we will get λ∏' ≥ λ∏ .

Furthermore, let us define:

where u and v are two random perturbations.

Our algorithm is therefore shown in Figure 5.4. It starts with the partition

where each node forms a subset. With the computation of α  values, the algorithm

tries to merge two subsets to search for a better lower bound. The algorithm stops

when there are only two subsets left.

5.3 Performance Results

We simulated the algorithm in Figure 5.3 on random networks with N = 128 nodes

and |E| = 3N. There are two set of results. First, we studied the performance as a

function of number of multicast groups while keeping groups size the same size (e.g.,

22 member nodes in each group). Figure 5.5 shows the simulation results obtained
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Figure 5.5 Performance of packing heuristic as a function of number of groups.

over 7 configurations, each with a different number of multicast groups. The value

of parameter A* (defined in 5.2.1) is set to 2. The number of groups are increased

from 2 to 24. As we can see, when the number of groups are small, the impact of

the heuristic is relatively small. This is reasonable because when there are not many

groups in a network, the chance of a link being multiplexed by many trees is relatively

small. Thus the maximum congestion before reduction is low and there is not much

to reduce. As the number of groups increases, the difference increases meaning that

the algorithm effectively decrease the maximum congestion of the network. Lower

bounds are also computed with the "LBSearch" algorithm in Figure 5.4. Comparing

the packing results to corresponding lower bounds, we can see that the packing

algorithm does effectively reduce the congestion in the network.

Second, we tested the performance as a function of group size. Figure 5.6 shows

how congestion varies with different group sizes while the number of groups is fixed

(e.g., 20 groups). We chose group sizes ranging from 5 to 25. In the plotting, we

observed also the impact of different A* values. What we can see is that A* value is
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Figure 5.6 Performance of packing heuristic as a function of group size.

more significant when group sizes are relatively small. The plotting shows that when

A* is increased from 2 to 4, the congestion value can be reduced more significantly

when group sizes are 5 and 10. A* value has little effects when group sizes are

large. This is reasonable. When group sizes are small, members are more sparsely

distributed across the network. Therefore, when looking for alternative paths to

reduce Z value (max. congestion value of all edges), it is harder to find a short path

without going over the A* = 2 limit.

5.4 Summary

The multicast tree packing problem makes us reconsider the optimality of multicast

routing. From the view of global congestion control, it may not be optimal

to construct individually "optimal" multicast trees independently for multiple

concurrent multicast sessions in the same network.
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The study in this chapter shows that by using detours to avoid too many groups

sharing a same link, we may reduce congestion risk from multicast traffic. This

strategy may have to compromise the optimality of individual trees. We investigated

the performance of such strategy. Also in this chapter, we provide an algorithm to

compute lower bound for multicast tree packing.

In simulations, we first build multicast trees individually by using a near-

optimum heuristic algorithm. Then we re-configure multicast trees within a certain

size bound to reduce the maximum link congestion. Results show that this can help

in reducing link congestion significantly.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The focus of this dissertation is reliable group multicasting. We started with

comparative studies of tree- and ring-based multicast approaches. The purpose is

not to prove one is better than the other, but rather to identify the factors that affect

reliable multicast performance. Use of a ring-based approach is one of the many

efforts to address problems with tree-based reliable multicast (e.g. ACK implosion).

But multicast by ring has its own problems. As established in our survey of the

routing cost difference between these two approaches, we saw that multicast ring

does not show gains at the routing layer. In fact, the propagation delay of multicast

ring is worse. This obvious weakness is the major reason that prevents the ring-based

approach from being widely accepted.

In addition to multicast latency, other issues such as throughput and efficiency

are also important, especially to ensure reliability for group multicast. Multicast

is still not widely deployed on the Internet, even though there has been more than

a decade's worth of research. One main concern is that mechanisms to manage

and control multicast traffic are still premature. Our modeling of tree-based reliable

multicast showed that this lack of multicast control not only affects reliable multicast

throughput, but also may bring heavy congestion to the network. The ring-based

model, however, showed stable performance regardless of the offered multicast load.

Group multicast is a resource-demanding application. If not gracefully controlled, it

can develop into the major congestion cause in a network.

Based on the understanding of the two basic approaches, we further presented

a new architecture RITA for reliable group multicast. RITA is a hybrid architecture

which exploits the advantages from both ring and tree structures. By getting support

from the tree structure, we improved the multicast delay performance at high network

load. With the support of multicast rings, we achieved similar steady performance
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with tolerance to heavy load. The RITA is hierarchically designed, and therefore it

can scale well for wide-area group multicasting.

Finally, we investigated the multicast tree packing problem. Although it is

about reducing competition for the same resources, it is actually congestion control

at the network layer. By optimizing multicast routing, the risk of network congestion

can be significantly reduced. This indeed can complete the reliability task for the

upper layers.

6.1 Summary of Main Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are the following:

• We presented the RITA architecture, and protocols on top of this architecture,

for reliable group multicast in datagram networks. This new architecture offers

considerable performance improvements over existing reliable group multicast

protocols.

• We conducted a comparative study of the tree- and ring-based reliable group

multicast protocols. This study helps us to better understand the strengths

and weaknesses of both approaches, and provides the primary motivation for

the design of RITA architecture and the associated protocols.

• We studied the optimizing of multicast tree construction in the presence of

multiple multicast groups. We investigated the performance improvements

from multicast tree packing and found that tree packing can effectively help to

reduce multicast traffic congestion.

6.2 Outstanding Problems for Further Study

We have identified several issues worthy of further study:
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• Ring-based routing protocol for datagram networks. So far the ring-based

routing in this dissertation is assumed to be provided at the network layer. In

practice, almost all multicast protocols propose tree solutions. We have shown

in this study the merit of ring based multicast. It is useful for small size, or

delay-insensitive reliable multicast. It is also a prerequisite for construction of

RITA.

• Window optimization of ring-based reliable group multicast protocol. We used

a dynamic window control mechanism similar to the TCP control. However,

how to converge to optimal window size and how to respond quickly to network

changes remain problems for performance tuning.

• The optimization of clustering. RITA performance can be improved by

optimizing between the number of clusters and cluster sizes. As ring structure

is used for intra-cluster multicasting, cluster size has a negative effect on both

delay and throughput. On the other hand, a large number of clusters can

degrade the performance of the backbone tree.

• Further study of the multicast tree packing problem. In this dissertation, we

measured the degree of a link's congestion by counting the number of groups

sharing this link. However, multicast traffic can flow in both directions on

a link. We argued in Chapter 4 that dominant direction load is different

depending on many factors, such as the location of a link in multicast trees,

the locations of multicast sources, etc. These additional factors introduce new

levels of complexity and challenge into the multicast tree packing problem.
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